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Considering heavy stable neutrinos of the 4th generation, we calculate
the relic density of such neutrinos in the Universe. Taking into account
the condensation of heavy neutrinos in the Galaxy and applying the
results of calculations to experimental data from underground experi-
ments on search for WIMPs in elastic neutral current scattering on
nuclei, we find an exclusion region of neutrino mass 60 GeV,m
,290 GeV. The bounds obtained from the present underground experi-
ments, while confirming the previous bounds derived from analysis of
cosmic ray spectra, are more reliable. We also discuss the first indica-
tion of elastic scattering induced by WIMPs in the DAMA experiment,
finding a very narrow window of neutrino mass 45 GeV,m,50 GeV
compatible with the possible signal rate in the detector. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00121-2#

PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 98.70.Sa, 14.60.Lm, 95.85.Ry

There are strong theoretical arguments and experimental evidence favoring an
age density of matter in the Universe which might be significantly greater than
allowable 15%~Ref. 1! of critical density possibly provided by baryons. The nature
this dark matter is one of the most important questions facing both cosmology
particle physics. Among the various dark matter candidates, the theoretical favorite
6850021-3640/98/68(9)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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light neutrinos, axions, and neutralinos. However, in some models heavy neutrino
play an important role in cosmology as a cold dark matter component contributing a
of the closure density.

In the present article we calculate the heavy neutrino density in the Galaxy
apply the results of calculations to experimental data from underground experimen
the direct search for WIMP–nucleus elastic scattering in order to obtain bounds o
mass of neutrino of the 4th generation.

To be specific, we consider the standard electroweak model but with the inclusi
one additional family of fermions. The heavy neutrinon and heavy charged leptonL form
a standardSU(2)L doublet. In order to ensure the stability of the heavy neutrino,
assume that its massm,ML and that the heavy neutrino is a Dirac particle.

It is known that modern laboratory experimental results are not inconsistent wit
existence of heavy Dirac neutrinos with massm,MZ/2, whereMZ is the mass of theZ
boson. In the early Universe at high temperatures such heavy neutrinos should
thermal equilibrium with other species of particles. As the temperature in the Univ
drops, heavy neutrinos become nonrelativistic~at T5m), and their abundance falls of
rapidly according to exponential law. In the further expansion of the Universe, a
temperature decreases below the freeze-out valueTf , the weak interaction processe
become too slow to keep neutrinos in equilibrium with other particles. As a consequ
the number density of heavy neutrinos fails to follow the equilibrium concentra
reaching at present
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whererc51.879310229h2g•cm23 is the critical density of the Universe;h is the nor-
malized Hubble constant;M PL51.22131019 GeV is the Planck mass;mp is the proton
mass;x5T/m; xf5Tf /m; s is the annihilation cross section;v is the relative velocity of
the neutrino–antineutrino pair in its center-of-mass frame;g* is the effective number of
relativistic degrees of freedom atT5Tf ~bosons contribute 1 tog* and fermions 7/8!.
The freeze-out temperatureTf can be computed iteratively from

xf
215 ln

0.0955M PLsvmAxf

Ag*
, ~2!

and generallyTf 'm/30.

In the general case the following processes could lead to the annihilation of h
neutrinos in the Universe:nn̄→ f f̄ , W1W2, ZZ,ZH,HH; however, the dominant pro
cesses arenn̄→ f f̄ below the threshold forW1W2 production andnn̄→W1W2 above
the threshold.2

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the cosmological densityrn52mn of heavy
neutrinos as a function of neutrino mass. In the regionm;MZ/2, the neutrino density is
extremely small as a result of the huge value of the annihilation cross section atZ
boson pole. As the neutrino mass increases, the cross section for neutrino annih
drops, and this leads to an increase of the neutrino density, which reaches its max
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value at m'100 GeV. At m.MW the annihilation channel intoW1W2 opens and
gradually becomes the dominant one, and since its cross section grows asm2 ~Refs. 2 and
3!, the present neutrino density drops again.

As is seen from Fig. 1, the neutrino density is small in comparison with the cri
density. In the Galaxy, however, the neutrino density can be increased by some ord
magnitude due to neutrino condensation. It has been shown3,4 that at the stage of galax
formation the motion of heavy neutrinos in the nonstatic gravitational field of ordin
matter, which contracts as a result of energy dissipation via radiation, provides an
tive mechanism of energy dissipation for neutrinos. As a consequence, the contr
ordinary matter induces the collapse of the neutrino gas and leads to the follo
significant increase in the neutrino density in the central part of the Galaxy:

n0G'nS r0G

rU
D 3/4

, ~3!

where r0G'10220 g•cm23 is the central density of matter in the Galaxy andrU'4
310231g•cm23 is the density of matter in the Universe~here we take an upper bound1 on
the density of matter in order to obtain a lower bound on the neutrino density!. It is often
assumed that the density of the dark matter halo in the Galaxy decreases with di
from the center according to the law

r~r !5
r0

11~r/a!2
, ~4!

wherea (2 kpc,a,20 kpc! is the core radius of the halo. Assuming that the neutr
density also follows the distribution~4!, taking the minimal value for the core radiu
a52 kpc, and substituting into Eq.~4! the distancer Sun' 8.5 kpc from the Sun to the
center of the Galaxy, we find that the density in the solar neighborhood is reduced

FIG. 1. Cosmological density of heavy neutrinos as a function of neutrino mass.
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factor of '19 in comparison with the central neutrino density~3!. Therefore taking~3!
and ~4! into account, we find that the density of heavy neutrinos in the solar neigh
hood must satisfy the condition

nSun>3.33106n. ~5!

Let us apply the results obtained above to the experimental data on the direct s
for WIMPs by WIMP–nucleus elastic scattering. Neutrinos scatter from nuclei bZ
boson exchange, and therefore the axial coupling, which only produces small
dependent effects, can be neglected. In the nonrelativistic limit the neutrino cross s
due to coherent scattering on nuclei is given by Ref. 5,

selastic'
m2M2

2p~m1M !2 GF
2Ȳ2N̄2, ~6!

whereN̄5N2(12sin2uw)Z; N, Z are the numbers of neutrons and protons, respectiv
M is the mass of the target nucleus,GF is the Fermi constant, andȲ is the average
hypercharge (Ȳ;1). The nuclear degrees of freedom can be taken into account
nuclear form factor.6

Figure 2 shows an exclusion plot in the cross section for coherent neutrino e
interaction with Ge as obtained in underground experiments7 versus the heavy neutrin
mass. The theoretical cross section corresponding to heavy neutrino elastic inter
taking into account the loss of coherence at high masses, also is shown in Fig. 2.
ever, this exclusion plot was obtained under the assumption that the heavy neu
constitute all of dark matter, with a densityr50.3 GeV•cm23, which is 5.3310225

g•cm23. In order to replacer by rSun and modify the exclusion plot to the ‘‘real’’ cas
we have to divide the values corresponding to the bound of the exclusion plot by the

FIG. 2. Mass exclusion plot for the interaction of dark matter particles with Ge. The dashed curve represe
boundary7 corresponding to the case when neutrinos constitute all dark matter~r50.3 GeV•cm23). The solid
curve corresponds to the ‘‘real’’ neutrino density in the Galaxy. The curve near the bottom of the plot sho
predicted cross section for a Dirac neutrino.
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j5rSun/r. ~7!

The new bound corresponding to the ‘‘real’’ neutrino density in the Galaxy is show
the dashed line in Fig. 2. As we can see, in this case the existence of very heavy ne
is forbidden in the mass region

60 GeV>m>290 GeV. ~8!

We note that~8! represents the minimal region excluded by Ge underground experim
since this result was obtained by using a conservative set of values for the astroph
and cosmological parameters. Changes from the parameter values chosen above c
extend the excluded region~8!.

Previously less restrictive limits on mass of heavy neutrinos were obtained3 from
analysis of the spectrum of electrons in cosmic rays. However, that approach en
uncertainties related, in particular, to the poor knowledge of the lifetime of cosmic ra
the Galaxy. Meanwhile, the bound~8! is essentially based on the sole assumption~but
which is physically well motivated! of condensation of heavy neutrinos in the Galaxy

Let us note that if the Higgs meson exists, the bound~8! does not exclude the
possibility that the heavy neutrinos have a mass in the regionuMH2mu<GH , whereGH

is the width of Higgs meson, because in this case thes-channel annihilationnn̄→
H→ . . . could reduce significantly the neutrino density in the Galaxy.3

Recently preliminary results on the underground search for WIMPs using the a
modulation signature with large-mass NaI~Tl! detectors have been published.8 The over-
all analysis has shown that there is an indication of a single crystal response~however, as
was mentioned by the authors,8 only a very large exposure would make it possible
reach a firm conclusion!.

In Fig. 3 we show qualitatively the region corresponding to the possible signal8 with
the use of the ‘‘real’’ neutrino density in the Galaxy according to Eq.~7!. It was noted in
Ref. 8 that the region of the signal is well embedded6 in the minimal supersymmetric
standard model estimates for the neutralino. However, as we see from Fig. 3, thi
can also correspond to elastic scattering on the NaI nuclei of relic neutrinos with
between 45 GeV and 50 GeV. This region is consistent with the present laboratory b
m.45 GeV.

Confirmation of this event can be obtained in cosmic-ray experiments with the A
spectrometer, which is in preparation for operation at the Alfa station. As was ment
in Refs. 3, 9, and 10, the detection of an anomalous output of monochromatic pos
with energy above 45 GeV would be a clear signature of the annihilation of D
neutrinos in the galactic halo, because the direct annihilation of Majorana fermions
electron–positron pairs in the Galaxy is severely suppressed. On the other hand, de
of irregularity in the continuum spectrum of positrons could be an indication of ann
lation of neutralinos.

Our approach is easily testable because we assumed only the simplest ex
standard model with the 4th generation, without anyad hocand fine-tuning parameters

We also note that the search for heavy neutrinos at accelerators11 in the reaction
e1e2→nn̄g could provide the possibility of analyzing the mass regionm;MZ/2, which
is difficult for an astrophysical investigation because of the low neutrino density, bu
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be important in relation with an event possibly observed in the DAMA experiment8 If
heavy neutrinos exist there could be also an interesting hadronless signature for
meson bremsstrahlung production at accelerators,e1e2→ZH→Znn̄→1112nn̄, and
this mode could be the dominant one.

In conclusion, we emphasize that it seems that only complex investigations in
ing underground experiments, accelerator searches, and astrophysical investigatio
clarify the physical nature of dark matter.

This work was supported by part by the Cosmion Science and Education C
M. Yu. K. and R. V. K. are grateful to I Rome University for hospitality and support.
thank D. Prosperi for very interesting discussions.
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FIG. 3. Region corresponding qualitatively to the region of the possible dark matter signal8 at m.45 GeV. The
line intercepting the region shows the predicted cross section for a Dirac neutrino.
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We have observed the cooling of ultracold neutrons during their long
storage in a trap, with a probability estimated as 131026/reflection
and with an energy transfer of about 3 neV. ©1998 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00221-7#

PACS numbers: 28.20.Cz

The main process of interaction of ultracold neutrons~UCNs! with matter is the
elastic reflection from the vacuum/matter booundary1,2 which permits storing UCNs in a
trap almost up until their beta decay.3–5 The probability of inelastic scattering of a
ultracold neutron from a thermal lattice vibration is about 1023– 1026 per reflection into
an energy range ofkT;2 –3 meV. Then the fraction of neutrons scattered into the U
energy range 0 – 1027 eV must be negligible. Nevertheless, the experimental data6,7 in-
dicate that UCNs with energies lower than the primary energy appear during UCN
age. This phenomenon could arise from an inelastic UCN reflection with energy loss
present experiment was performed to search for UCN reflection with energy loss.

The UCN storage vessel~trap!, see Fig. 1, had a cylindrical shape with a diameter
65 cm and a flat bottom. It was placed inside a vacuum housing made of stainless
UCNs entered the vessel by passing over the edge of the vertical bottom cylinder w
heighth05123 mm, i.e., they overcame a gravity barrierEb5mgh0. During the filling
the second, movable cylinder was at its maximum height, leaving a slit for UCN pas
into the trap. After the filling this upper cylinder was moved down to close the gap
prevent UCNs from jumping back over the edge. In order to increase significantl
reflection frequency and to randomize the distribution of reflection angle the botto
the vessel was covered with a layer of lead balls of diameter 3.5 mm. The balls and
inner surfaces of the vessel were coated with Fomblin grease. The energy distribut
the UCN gas in the trap was cut off from above by the use of a polyethylene disk
absorber, which was positioned at heighthf during filling and which was also used fo
scanning the spectrum after various storage times.

Thus the UCNs accumulating in the trap had energies over the rangeEb,E
6910021-3640/98/68(9)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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,mghf , i.e., the energy spectrum was rather narrow, with a widthdE5mgdh, where
dh5hf2h0!h0 .

A measuring cycle consisted of the six successive steps:

1! filling of the trap at the disk heighthf (Tf5300 s);

2! spectral precleaning~sharpening of the upper cutoff! while the filling gap was
closed and the disk remained at heighthf (Tp5100 s);

3! free spectral evolution over a periodTe . To eliminate interference with the UCN
gas, the disk was at its maximum heighthmax5155 mm (Te520, 620, 1200 s);

4! scanning of the spectrum by lowering the disk to the variable heighth and leaving
it there sufficiently long for good spectral cleaning (Tm5 200 s!;

5! emptying the trap and counting the surviving UCNs while the disk remaine
heighth ~200 s!;

6! measurement of the background~50 s!.

This procedure gave the integral spectrumN(h), which is related to the differentia
energy spectrumF(x) as N(h)5*0

hF(x)dx. Here and below we use an energy sca
expressed in height units~mm!.

A precise investigation was carried out for the UCN spectra withdh5 11.75 mm.
The measured storage time wast5 680.0~9.5! s, and the calculated frequencyf of
collisions with the walls was about 20 Hz.

Figures 2 and 3 present the spectraN( l ), where l 5h2hf , for Te5 20, 620, and
1200 s, which were normalized to the valueN20( l ) measured forTe520 s, with correc-
tions for the exponential losses determined byt. All of the spectraN( l ) were fitted using
the Gaussian cumulative distribution function~GCDF!, which places the center of th
energy distributionx and its variances2. The criterion of confidenceAx2 of the fit was

FIG. 1. The experimental layout;D shows the position of the UCN detector,h0 is the entrance barrier height
hf is the height of the position of the polyethylene (CH2)n absorber disk during filling, andh andhmax are the
height positions of the absorber disk during scanning and during the evolution time, respectively.
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near unity only for the energy range above the gravity barrierEb , while for energies
E,Eb , i.e., h,h0, it was much greater than unity. Therefore for this energy rang
parabolic fit was used.

Figure 2 clearly shows that the UCN spectra had no shift but became broader
central part that is well fitted by the GCDF. The origin of this broadeningDs could be

FIG. 2. Measured spectraN( l ) with GCDF fit curves. In Table I the parameterx is the center position of the
Gaussian,s2 is its variance, and the criterion of confidence:Ax1

2 is calculated forh.h0 andAx2
2 is calculated

for the entireh range.

FIG. 3. Measured spectraN( l ) with GCDF and parabolic fit curves.
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either wall vibration or any unknown process with a small energy transfer per colli

The spectral broadening due to wall vibration can be estimated in a ‘‘diffusi
approach,Ds5A2DTe ~Ref. 8!. The diffusion coefficientD5(DE)2f /2 was obtained
for an energy transfer per collisionDE obtained from the estimateDE/E'8Dv/3pv,
where Dv is the amplitude of the wall velocity andv is the neutron velocity. The
maximum value ofDs was'1 mm forTe51200 s,v5160 cm/s, andf 520 Hz, and the
maximum measured value ofDv was 100mm/s. Comparison of this value with th
experimental value,Ds51.8 mm, shows that the spectral broadening could be pa
explained by vibration.

However, the shape of the UCN spectra below the input barrierh0 cannot be ex-
plained by trap wall vibration. Figure 3 shows that the relative fraction of UCNs w
energyh,h0 increased with increasing evolution time in the trap. The integral spect
UCNs could not be fitted by the GCDF in this range. Thus UCNs with energies no
ably lower thanEb could appear only as a result of a rare process of UCN cooling w
an energy transfer per reflection ofDh'20– 30 mm>dh. Probably a similar proces
was observed in an earlier experiment,7 where it was not interpreted.

Let us estimate the cooling probabilityw for the range belowl 15218 mm, where
the GCDF contribution is negligible. In Table I the valuew5p/ f /T was estimated on the
assumption of a rare process occurring in one reflection. The real time for UCN co
T could be estimated as the sumT'Te1Tp1aTf1bTm , where the coefficientsa,b
,1. The uncertainty ofT was determined by the uncertainties of these coefficients.
factorp5DN/N, whereDN is the number of UCNs withl , l 1, andN is the total number
of UCNs.

Table I confirms the linear dependence ofp on the real cooling timeT, with a
criterion of confidenceAx251.1. In the case of any systematic effect, for instance,
spectrum cleaning by the absorber disk, the value ofp should be equal to a const~T!. This
hypothesis corresponds toAx252.3. The weighted mean value of the cooling probabil
is equal tow̄51.1(2)31026.

The observed cooling could not be explained in framework of the standard theo1,2

It contradicts the traditional point of view that UCN reflection is an absolutely ela
process and calls for a more-detailed investigation.

The authors are pleased to thank S. T. Belyaev for a very fruitful discussion o
result of this work, and the staff of the ILL reactor, where this experiment was perfor

This work was carried out with the support of the Russian Fund for Fundam
Research through Grant 98-02-16774.

TABLE I. The result of the estimates for the cooling probabilityw.

Te ~s! 20 620 1200
T ~s! 270~100! 870~100! 1450~100!
T/270 s 1 3.2~1.2! 5.37~2.02!
p~%! 0.95~23! 1.74~46! 3.21~69!
w(1026) 1.8~1.3! 1.0~3! 1.1~3!
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We derive a full set, and determine the twist, of helicity amplitudes for
diffractive production of light to heavy vector mesons in deep inelastic
scattering. For largeQ2 all helicity amplitudes but the double-flip are
calculable in perturbative QCD and are proportional to the gluon struc-
ture function of the proton at a similar hardness scale. We find a sub-
stantial breaking of thes-channel helicity conservation, which must
persist in real photoproduction also. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00321-1#

PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 12.20.Ds, 14.40.2n

Diffractive virtual photoproduction of vector mesonsg* 1p→V1p8, where
V5r0 ,v,f,J/C,Y in deep inelastic scattering~DIS! at small x5(Q21mV

2)/(W2

1Q2) is a testing ground of ideas on the QCD pomeron exchange and light-cone
function ~LCWF! of vector mesons~Refs. 1–5; for a recent review see Ref. 6; for t
kinematics see Fig. 1;Q252q2 and W25(p1q)2 are standard DIS variables!. It is a
self-analyzing process because the helicity amplitudes can be inferred from vector m
decay angular distributions.7 The property ofs-channel helicity conservation~SCHC! and
the dominance of the transitionsgL*→VL and gT*→VT with R5sL /sT'Q2/mV

2 are
shared by nearly all models (L andT stand for the longitudinal and transverse polariz
tions!. The nonperturbative contributions tosT tame the rise ofR with Q2 ~Refs. 2 and
4!, but still the theoretical predictions seem to be systematically higher than the ex
mentally determined values ofR. However, the experimental data analyses suffer fr
the unwarranted assumption of exact SCHC,6 which needs theoretical scrutiny. We repo
here a derivation of the full set of helicity amplitudes for the transitionsgL*→VL , gL*
→VT , gT*→VT , gT*→VL for all flavors and small to moderate momentum transfeD

within the diffraction cone. We find substantials-channel helicity-nonconserving
~SCHNC! effects, similar to the SCHNCLT interference found earlier8 by Pronyaev and
6960021-3640/98/68(9)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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two of the present authors~N.N.N. and B.G.Z.! for diffraction g* p→p8X into con-
tinuum statesX.

The leading-log1/x ~LL1/x! pQCD diagrams for vector meson production are sho
in Fig. 1. We treat vector mesons asqq̄ states with theVq̄q vertexGVVmūgmu. At small
x it is sufficient to compute the imaginary part of the amplitude, the real part is a s
correction which can readily be reconstructed from analyticity4 and we will not discuss it
further. We use the standard Sudakov expansion of all the momenta in the two light
vectors

p85p2q
p2

s
, q85q1p8

Q2

s
,

such thatq825p8250 ands52p8•q8, and the two-dimensional transverse compone
k5zq81yp81k' ,k5aq81bp81k' ,D5gp81dq81D' , and for the final vector me-
son qV5q1D5q81 (mV

21D2/s) p81D' ~hereafterk,D, . . . always stand fork' ,D'

etc.!. As usual, only the so-called nonsense components in Gribov’s decomposition
gluon propagators contribute in the high-energy limit,

Dmn~k!5
2pm8 qn8

sk2
,

so that in the upper blob the amplitudeRmnrs of the subprocessgmgs*→qq̄→gn8Vr enters
in the form I (g*→V)}pm8 pn8RmnrsVr* es . The vertex functionG is related to the radia
LCWF of theqq̄ Fock state of the vector meson as

cV~z,k!5
GV~z,k!

D~mV
2 ,z,k!

, ~1!

whereD(k2)5k21mq
22z(12z)mV

2 . For the parametrizations of the LCWFs of vect
mesons based on the technique of Ref. 9 the reader is referred to Ref. 4. The corre
ing quantity for photons,cg(z,k)51/D(2Q2,z,k), differs only by the substitution
Gg(z,k)51 andmV

2→2Q2. To LL1/x the lower blob is related to the unintegrated glu
density matrixF(x,k,D).5,10,11After the standard elimination of the Sudakov paramet

FIG. 1. One of the four Feynman diagrams for the vector meson productiong* p→Vp8 via QCD two-gluon
pomeron exchange.
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y,b etc. from the on-mass-shell condition, for instance, (k2q)252sy(12z)2k2

2Q2(12z)5mq
2 , the virtual photoproduction amplitude takes the form

A~x,Q2,D!5 is
CFNccVA4paem

2p2

3E
0

1

dzE d2kE d2k

k4
aS~max$k2,k21mV

2%!F~x,k,D!I ~g*→V!, ~2!

where Nc53 is the number of colors,CF5(Nc
221)/2Nc is the Casimir operator,CV

51/A2,1/3A2,1/3,2/3 for ther0,v0,f0,J/C mesons, andaS andaem are the strong and
electromagnetic couplings, respectively. The dependence ofF(x,k,D) on the variable
Dk corresponds to the subleading BFKL singularities11 and can be neglected. For sma
D within the diffraction cone

F~x,k,D!5
]G~x,k2!

] logk2
expS 2

1

2
B3IPD2D , ~3!

where]G/] logk2 is the conventional unintegrated gluon structure function and, mo
to a slow Regge growth, the diffraction coneB3IP; 6 GeV22 ~Ref. 5!. The familiar
polarization vectors for virtual photons are

eL5
1

QS q81
Q2

s
p8D , eT5e' ,

whereas for vector mesons

VT5V'1
2~V'•D!

s
~p82q8!, VL5

1

mV
S q81

D22mV
2

s
p81D'D , ~4!

such that (VTVL)5(VTqV)5(VLqV)50. Because of the small factor 1/s it is tempting to
neglect the component}p8 in VT but that would be entirely erroneous. Indeed, clo
inspection of the evaluation of I (g*→V) shows that pm8 pn8Rmnrspr8es

}spm8 pn8RmnrsV',r* es . The same is true of the contribution from the component}D' in
VL .

It is convenient to define

Cg,V~k!5kcg,V~z,k!, xg~z,k!5@k21mq
22z~12z!Q2#cg~z,k!,

xV~z,k!5@k21mq
21z~12z!mV

2 #cV~z,k!

and

hg5cg~z,k!2cgS z,k2k1
1

2
DD , ~5!

hV5cV~z,k1~12z!D!2cVS z,k2k1
1

2
~122z!DD , ~6!

wg5xg~z,k!2xgS z,k2k1
1

2
DD522z~12z!Q2hg , ~7!
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wV5xV~z,k1~12z!D!2xVS z,k2k1
1

2
~122z!DD , ~8!

fg5Cg~z,k!2CgS z,k2k1
1

2
DD , ~9!

fV5CV~z,k1~12z!D!2CVS z,k2k1
1

2
~122z!DD , ~10!

F25cg~z,k2~12z!D!2cgS z,k2k2
1

2
~122z!DD ,

2cgS z,k1k2
1

2
~122z!DD1cg~z,k1zD!, ~11!

F15Cg~z,k2~12z!D!2CgS z,k2k2
1

2
~122z!DD ,

2CgS z,k1k2
1

2
~122z!DD1Cg~z,k1zD!. ~12!

Then the integrandsI (g*→V) in ~2! can be cast in a form which emphasizes theV↔g
symmetry nicely:

I ~gL*→VL!5
1

QmV
wgwV52

2Q

mV
z~12z!F2@mq

21k21z~12z!mV
2 #cV~z,k!, ~13!

I ~gT*→VT!5~V* •e!@mq
2hVhg1~fV•fg!#

1~122z!2~fg•e!~fV•V* !2~fV•e!~fg•V* !

5$~V* •e!@mq
2F21~k•F1!#1~122z!2~V* •k!~e•F1!

2~e•k!~V* •F1!%cV~z,k!, ~14!

I ~gT*→VL!5
~122z!

mV
~fg•e!wV5

~122z!

mV
~e•F1!@mq

21k21z~12z!mV
2 #cV~z,k!,

~15!

I ~gL*→VT!5
~122z!

Q
wg~V* •fV!522Qz~12z!~122z!~V* •k!F2cV~z,k!.

~16!

We consistently keep the quark mass, so that our derivation holds from light to h
vector mesons.

After simple shifts of the integration variables to the common argument of
vector meson LCWF,I (g*→V) can also be cast in the second form shown in~13!–~16!.
This second form emphasizes the close analogy, discussed in Refs. 8, 10, and 1
tween the amplitudes of vector meson production and diffraction into the continuum
major difference being the emergence ofcV(z,k) instead of the plane WF. The secon
form is also convenient for the derivation of the 1/Q2 expansion, i.e., of the twist, of the
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helicity amplitudes. To this end we notice thatcV(z,k) varies on a hadronic scalek2

;RV
22 , whereRV is the radius of the vector meson, whereascg(z,k) is a slow function

which varies on a large pQCD scale

Q̄25mq
21z~12z!Q2, ~17!

which allows a systematic twist expansion in powers of 1/Q̄2 for D within the diffraction
cone. In all cases but the double helicity flip the dominant twist amplitudes come
the leading logQ̄2 ~LLQ̄2) region ofk2;RV

22 ,D2!k2!Q̄2. After some algebra in~13!–
~16! we find

I ~gL*→VL!52
Q

mV

4z~12z!@mq
21k21z~12z!mV

2 #

Q̄4
cV~z,k!k2, ~18!

I ~gT*→VT ;lV5lg!52~V* •e!
mq

212@z21~12z!2#k2

Q̄4
cV~z,k!k2, ~19!

I ~gL*→VT!528
~V* •D!Q

Q̄2

z~12z!~122z!2

Q̄4
k2cV~z,k!k2, ~20!

I ~gT*→VL!522
~e•D!

mV

@mq
21k21z~12z!mV

2 #~122z!2

Q̄4
cV~z,k!k2. ~21!

Here we split explicitly the amplitude~14! into the SCHC helicity-nonflip componen
~19! and SCHNC double-helicity-flip component

I ~gT*→VT8 ;lV52lg!52~V* •D!~e•D!
z~12z!

Q̄4 F6~122z!2
k2

Q̄2
11Gk2cV~z,k!. ~22!

In all cases whenI (g*→V)}k2 and the LLQ̄2 approximation is in play, the gluon
structure function enters the integrand in the form

E Q̄2 dk2

k2

]G~x,k2!

] logk2
5G~x,Q̄2! ~23!

and after thez integration one finds that the helicity amplitudes will be proportiona
aS(QV

2)G(x,QV
2), where the pQCD hardness scale

QV
2;~0.1–0.2!~Q21mV

2 ! ~24!

can depend on the helicities because of the different end-point contributions fromz→0
andz→1, where the running hardnessQ̄2 is small.2,4 This issue and the sensitivity of th
helicity amplitudes to the LCWF of vector mesons will be discussed elsewhere. He
cite our results for the dominant twist SCHC and single-flip SCHNC amplitudesAlVlg

in
the helicity basis:

A0L}
Q

mV

aS~QV
2 !

~Q21mV
2 !2

G~x,QV
2 !, ~25!
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A66}
aS~QV

2 !

~Q21mV
2 !2

G~x,QV
2 !, ~26!

A6L}
D

mV

aS~QV
2 !

~Q21mV
2 !2

G~x,QV
2 !, ~27!

A06}
Q

mV

mVD

Q21mV
2

aS~QV
2 !

~Q21mV
2 !2

G~x,QV
2 !. ~28!

First, all of the above amplitudes are pQCD calculable for largeQ2 and/or heavy vector
mesons. Second, the factorQ/mV in the longitudinal photon amplitudes~25! and~27! is
a generic consequence of gauge invariance, irrespective of the detailed producti
namics. Third, the longitudinal Fermi momentum of quarks iskz;1/2mV(2z21), and it
is obvious from Eqs.~20! and ~21! that single helicity flip requires a longitudinal Ferm
motion of quarks and vanishes in the nonrelativistic limit. Similarly, double helicity
requires the transverse Fermi motion of quarks. Fourth, the leading SCHNC effect
interference ofA0L and A06 , and the first experimental indications for that have be
reported recently.13 We notice here that a duality relation14 holds between the twist o
}A0LA06 and that of theLT interference structure functionFLT

D derived in Ref. 8. The
issue of duality for SCHNC diffractive DIS will be discussed elsewhere. Fifth, excita
of transverse mesons by longitudinal photons is of higher twist compared to excitati
longitudinal mesons by transverse photons.

In contrast to the above, the dominant twist double-helicity-flip amplitude co
from the nonleading-logQ̄2 term 1 in the square brackets in~22! and is proportional to

E Q̄2 dk2

k4

]G~x,k2!

] logk2
;

1

mG
2

G~x,mG
2 !, ~29!

where a soft scalemG;0.7–1 GeV is set by the inverse radius of propagation of per
bative gluons. Precisely the same nonperturbative quantity~29! describes the contribution
from theg*→V transition vertex to the diffraction slope for helicity-nonflip amplitude
for more discussion see Ref. 5. Then from Eq.~21! we find

A67}D2
aS~QV

2 !

~Q21mV
2 !2F6G~x,QV

2 !

Q21mV
2

^kz
2&

4mV
2

1
G~x,mG

2 !

mG
2 G , ~30!

where the leading logQ̄2 amplitude is of higher twist. Such a mismatch of the twist a
leading logQ̄2 regime in diffractive DIS isdejà vu: the leading twistsT is soft-gluon
dominated, whereas the full-fledged logQ̄2 is at work for the higher twistsL ~Refs. 10
and 14!. What is new in~30! is that the two regimes mix in one and the same helic
amplitude. The soft-gluon exchange dominance of the leading twist double helicity
was noticed recently by Ivanov and Kirschner.15

Finally, we emphasize that nonvanishing single- and double-helicity-flip amplitu
~27! and ~29! do not require the applicability of pQCD and can best be searched fo
real photo- or electroproduction at smallQ2&mV

2 .
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When this manuscript was in preparation, we learned of the related work by Iv
and Kirschner~IK !.15 IK considered only light quarkonia and putmq50, our results are
applicable from light to heavy quarkonia. While we agree with IK on the twist of heli
amplitudes, he have differences in the form ofI (g*→V). For instance, theg*↔V
symmetry is not manifest in the IK formulas. The apparent source of differences i
unwarranted omission by IK of terms}D in the polarization vectors of the vector me
sons.

To summarize, we have presented a perturbative QCD derivation of the he
amplitudes for diffractive electroproduction of vector mesons. Unlike that of IK,15 our
derivation holds for light to heavy vector mesons, and our formulas are also applica
the production of radially excited states. We have determined the twist of thes-channel
helicity-nonconserving amplitudes. With the exception of the double-flip, all the hel
amplitudes are proportional to the gluon structure function of the proton at a sim
pQCD hardness scale~24!. Our principal conclusions as to the presence of substa
s-channel helicity-nonconserving effects hold beyond perturbative QCD and are a
cable also to real photoproduction.

The authors are grateful to S. Gevorkyan for discussions, to D. Ivanov for u
correspondence on Ref. 15, to K. Piotrzkowski for information on presentations13 at the
recent ICHEP-98 in Vancouver, and to I. Akushevich for pointing out a misprint. E.V
is grateful to Institute fu¨r Kernphysik of Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich for hospitality. The
work of E.V.K. and B.G.Z. has been supported partly by INTAS Grants # 93-0239
# 96-0597, respectively.
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Induced g-ray fluorescence of isomeric nuclei in a
magnetic trap
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Gamma-ray fluorescence induced in isomeric nuclei in a magnetic trap
by x radiation from a laser plasma is studied. It is shown that under
these conditions it is possible to obtain ag-ray pulse with a duration of
100 ps and energy 1025 J. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00421-6#

PACS numbers: 29.30.Kv, 23.20.Lv, 52.55.Lf

The production of induced fluorescence in resonant media is a necessary step
development of lasers. In this case, as the wavelength of the radiation decreases, s
tial difficulties in observing any induced effects arise, primarily because of the nee
have very intense incoherent pumping of the working medium. The observation o
ducedg-ray fluorescence is of fundamental interest, since essentially no induced e
have yet been observed at such short wavelengths.1 At the same time, inducedg-ray
fluorescence is the best test~in the development of ag-ray laser! for the pump mecha-
nism employed, whose efficiency should be sufficient for producing a certain inve
density in a system of nuclear levels.1 Finally, the realization of inducedg-ray fluores-
cence~or, equivalently, induced radioactivity! will make it possible to produce ag-ray
source with unique properties: An initially weakly radioactive working medium emit
a result of incoherent pumping a substantial number ofg rays over a time of the order o
the lifetime of the excited state of the nucleus.

In the present letter we examine inducedg-ray fluorescence for cold atoms o
nuclear isomers localized in a magnetic trap~MT!.2,3 In our case the nuclei are firs
prepared in the required isomeric state~for example, by neutron irradiation! ~Fig. 1!, and
then the cooled atoms of the nuclear isomer are injected into a magnetic trap~Fig. 2!.
Then it is proposed that the nuclei be transferred from the long-lived isomeric level t
upper isomeric level of an activeg transition~Fig. 1! by x radiation from a laser plasm
produced by irradiating a solid-state target with a powerful picosecond laser puls4–6

Localization of the nuclei in a MT makes it possible to increase the total numbe
excited nuclei to 1012 and correspondingly increase substantially the intensity of theg-ray
fluorescence obtained, since as a result of the relatively low density of isomeric n
the x radiation is absorbed in the entire volume of the trap and not only in the skin l
as was the case in Ref. 5, where a solid-state density of isomeric nuclei was emploa!
7040021-3640/98/68(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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At the same time, the relatively small number of isomeric nuclei required for loading
MT makes it possible to decrease the required efficiency of the production of isom
nuclei, making it much easier to prepare the working medium as a whole. In addition
low velocities of cold isomeric atoms in a MT greatly decrease the spectral width o
g radiation obtained, since the linewidth in this case is determined by the Doppler e
due to the recoil of the nuclei during the emission of ag-ray.

The idea of using a two-step pumping of a resonantg transition ~when isomeric
nuclei are prepared first and then the nuclei are additionally excited by x-ray or op
radiation! was proposed in Ref. 4 in a discussion of possible schemes forg-ray lasers,
and it was elaborated in Ref. 5,b! where it was shown that nuclear isomers with lifetim
of several hours and with low-lying nuclear states with decay times of 100 ps are req
to implement such a scheme.

Figure 2 shows the scheme for obtaining inducedg-ray fluorescence, where atom
of nuclear isomers in a MT are used as the active medium. We shall assume th
activeg transition is pumped in two stages: First, atoms of nuclear isomers are prep
for example, by irradiating a dense gas with an intense beam of thermal neutrons~Fig. 1!,
and then, after a preliminary cooling and optical pumping of the atoms of the isom
gas by laser radiation tuned to an appropriate atomic resonance transition of the n

FIG. 1. Scheme of nuclear transitions. Hereu0& is the ground state andu1& is the isomeric state of the nucleus
Initially, all nuclei are in the isomeric stateu1&. The x radiation from the laser plasma transfers the popula
to the upper active nuclear levelu3&, whence spontaneous decay to the stateu2& with emission of ag-ray occurs.
G1,2 — partial probabilities of the spontaneous decaysu3&–u1& and u3&–u2&.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram showing the production of inducedg-ray fluorescence.
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isomer, the isomer atoms are trapped in a magnetic trap. Atoms are confined in s
trap by the force arising as a result of the spatial gradient of the magnetic field, sin
a result of interacting with the optical radiation, an atom is in a state with a definite v
of the magnetic moment.3 With pulsed loading of the cooled atoms of the nuclear isom
into the MT it is possible to accumulate'1012 atoms in the localization volume. Sinc
the magnetic moment of an electronic shell can change as a result of atomic collisio
obtain substantial densities of the nuclear isomer the total loading timet l should not
exceed the interatomic collision time:

t l'tc5~sNatvat!
21 ,

where s'10216 cm2 is the gas-kinetic collision cross section,Nat is the density of
atoms, andvat are the relative velocities of the atoms in the MT. For relative velocitie
the atomsvat'102 cm/s ~such velocities correspond to a temperature of the ato
ensembleT51022 K! the atomic collision time istc'0.1 s and, correspondingly, th
loading timet l of the MT should also be of the order of 0.1 s. At the same time
confine 1012 atoms at temperatureT51022 K in a '0.1 cm3 trap, a magnetic field of
102 G is required. Such a field can be obtained relatively simply under laboratory
ditions. As a result of such pulsed loading, a cloud of isomeric nuclei with den
1015 cm23 at temperatureT51022 K is formed in the MT in 0.1 s, after which the
radiation from the laser plasma, produced near the localization region, pumps the
g transitionu3&–u2& in 10 ps~Fig. 1!.

Let us now estimate the efficiency of the production of resonantg rays by the
pumping of isomeric nuclei in a magnetic trap with x radiation from a hot plasma. A
present time x-ray pumping of such intensity~where the number of resonant x-ray ph
tons is at least equal to the number of isomeric nuclei in the magnetic trap! can be
obtained only by irradiating a solid-state target with an intense (1017218 W/cm2) subpi-
cosecond laser pulse.4–6 The radiation spectrum from the hot plasma spot produced
such irradiation is close to that of an absolute black body.

The x-ray photon flux from a unit surface area of the hot plasma spot produce
irradiation with a powerful laser pulse is

dNx

dtdvxds
5

vx
2

p2c2
@e\vx /T21#21, ~1!

where T is the temperature of the laser plasma andvx and Nx are, respectively, the
frequency and initial number of x-ray photons, respectively. Let the area of the pl
spot bes and the size of the cloud of isomeric nuclei along the direction of propaga
of the x rays beai . Then the total cross section for resonant absorption of x-ray p
photons by the ensemble of nuclei in the magnetic trap can be estimated as

s f5sxNatsai , ~2!

wheresx52pc2/vx
2 is the cross section for resonant absorption of an x-ray photon

Nat is the density of isomeric nuclei. Then, over the timet i of the laser pulse producing
the plasma, the numberNs of isomeric nuclei in the magnetic trap that will be transferr
to the upper active level from whichg-ray fluorescence is expected is
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Ns5
dNx

dtdvxds
s fG0t i5

2

p

NatsaiG0t i

e\vx /T21
, ~3a!

where G05G11G2 is the natural width of the resonantg transition u3&–u2& ~Fig. 1!.
Correspondingly, the nuclear population inversion density in the MT can be obta
from Eq. ~3a! as

ninv'0.1G0t iNat'1022Nat, ~3b!

where we have assumed the excitation volume to be'sai and the pulse duration
t i510210 s. Next, the partial widthsG1,2 of the transitionsu3&–u1&,u2& can be obtained
from the single-particle Weisskopf approximation7 asG1'107 s21 for lx'631028 cm
(\vg51 keV! and G2'109 s21 for lg'631029 cm (\vg520 keV!. Here we have
assumed that the transitionsu3&–u1&,u2& are magnetic-dipole transitions~see footnote b!. It
follows from the estimate~3b! that only a small fraction of the total number of nuclei
the MT can be transferred to the upper excited stateu3& by the x radiation from the lase
plasma.

To determine the temporal dynamics of the population of the active levelu3& of the
g transition, we solved the equations for the elements of the density matrix of a t
level system~u1&,u2&,u3&!. In so doing, we assumed that initially the entire population
concentrated in the stateu1& and that coherence~i.e., the off-diagonal element of th
density matrix between the statesu1& and u3&! on the transitionu1&–u3& is absent. The
computational results for different x-ray pump intensities are presented in Fig. 3. A
can see, for substantial x-ray pump intensities a population inversion of'0.1 can be
obtained during a pulse of duration 0.1G21. At the same time, for low saturations of th
transition u1&–u3& appreciable inversion can be obtained only for a pulse dura
of 'G0

21.

Let us now estimate the total energyEtot of the g-ray pulse in the induced fluores
cence of isomeric nuclei in a magnetic trap. Then, according to Eq.~3b!, the number of
isomeric nuclei which are inverted by the x radiation will beNinv'1010 for '1012 nuclei

FIG. 3. Time-dependence of the population difference between the statesu3& and u2& for different x-ray pump
intensities:1 — Saturation of the transitionu1&–u3&,G53; 2 — G50.3. As one can see, the population inversi
reaches 0.1 for a pulse duration'0.1G0 in the case of substantial saturations of the transitionu1&–u3&, and 0.01
for weak saturation.
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initially in the MT ~here we assumed that the light spot is 1022 cm in size, which is the
characteristic size of the region of localization of the isomeric nuclei, while the abs
tion length of an x-ray photon for\vg51 keV is ai50.1 cm!. This same number ofg
rays will obtained in the spontaneous decay of the stateu3& to the stateu2&. Accordingly,
the total energy of the spontaneousg-ray pulse will beEtot5\vgNinv'331026 J in a
time t5G0

2151029 s. We note that such a source activity when scaled to one sec
1010 GBq, is comparable only to the activity existing one minute after a nuclear ex
sion, 731013 GBq. As a result, there appears a real possibility of modeling such int
irradiation of materials under laboratory conditions for times of tens or hundred
picoseconds, which could be interesting and useful not only for materials science bu
for investigating the mechanisms leading to mutations.

At the same time, the width of theg-ray spectrum obtained in the transitionu3&–u2&
is determined by the Doppler frequency shift due to the recoil accompanying emiss
a g ray. For the values presented above, the width of theg-ray spectrum obtained is
DvD5\kg

2 /Amp51013 Hz, wherekg is the modulus of theg-ray wave vector,A is the
atomic number,mp is the proton mass, and theg-ray energy is 20 keV. Accordingly, the
spectral brightness of a radioactive source based on isomeric nuclei in a magnetic
also high: 106 Bq/Hz. At the same time, the spectrum of such ag-ray source can be
adjusted by using isomeric nuclei with the appropriate level structure.

We assumed above that all x-ray pump photons are absorbed by the corresp
transition u1&–u3& of the isomeric nuclei. In that case Eq.~3! determines the number o
activated nuclei in the magnetic trap in the absence of losses of x-ray pump photon
result of two basic processes: the photoeffect in the continuous spectrum of the
pump, with cross section8

sph.eff~v!5
32p21/2a4Z5

3
~e2/mec

2!2~mec
2/\v!7/2, ~4!

and absorption of pump photons by other nuclei and low-lying electronic levels.

It is well known that the resonance absorption cross sections of the outer elec
shells of atoms are much larger thansx . For this reason, to cut off the low-energy pa
of the pump spectrum~i.e., the region in which the absorption lines of the outer electro
shells lie!, it is necessary to use a filter that cuts off the pump below the frequencyv* .
Taking this into account, we can determine the number of activated isomeric nucle

Ng5
Ns

11(
i 51

g i~e\vx /T21!

G0~e\v i /T21!
1E

v
*

sph.eff~v!
v2

2pc2

e\vx /T21

e\v/T21

dv

G0

, ~5!

where the sum overi includes both nuclear and low-lying electronic levels which f
within the spectral interval of the pump. Every such resonance has an absorption
sections i52pc2/v i

2 and width g i . Choosing the pump photon energy so that\vx

.T,\v* and assuming thatv i.vx for all i (v* ,vx,v i for ; i ), we find that the
terms in the sum in the denominator of Eq.~5! are small compared to 1.

Let us now estimate the losses of x-ray pump photons due to ionization of the a
For this, it is necessary to calculate the integral in the denominator of Eq.~5!, and the
condition for the ionization losses to be small can be written in the form
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7.4Z5a6~mec
2/\v* !3/2

T

\g0
~e\vx /T21!e2\vx /T<1, ~6!

wherea5(137)21 is the fine structure constant. Substituting into Eq.~6! \g051023 eV,
\v* 5511 eV,\(vx2v* ),T, andT5400 eV we obtain from Eq.~6! an estimate of
the charge of an isomeric nucleus:Z<10. Equation~6! shows that the losses of x-ra
pump photons~and, in consequence, the losses of activated nuclei! due to ionization of
the atoms increase rapidly with the nuclear chargeZ ~as;Z5). Accordingly, for nuclear
isomers withZ>10 the x-ray photon yield from the surface of the plasma spot mus
increased, which would require that the intensity of the laser pulse be increased to20–
1021 W/cm2.

It should be specially noted that there are now no fundamental difficulties in ob
ing experimentally phenomena such as laser-stimulated radioactivity of isomeric nuc
a magnetic trap. For example,58Co, 84Rb, 93Mo, and 152Eu nuclei found in suitable
isomeric states and localized in a MT can be used as the working medium.9 Since laser
cooling is strongly selective, 1011 atoms can be obtained relatively easily in such a tra3

For example, for84Rb the lifetime of the excited stateu3& is 1028 s, while the energy of
the spontaneously emittedg ray in the transitionu3&–u2& is 219 keV~for a half-life of the
isomeric state'0.3 h and with a 3.4 keV x-ray pump photon!. Then such a source make
it possible to obtain'107 resonantg rays with total energyEtot51027 J within the
lifetime of the upper excited state. Such activity already corresponds to the activ
sources used for chemical analysis of samples. The activity of such a source c
increased by increasing the number of nuclei in the localization region.

Induced radioactivity can be detected by simply tuning the detection system t
energy of the emittedg rays. Since the maximum of the radiation from the laser plas
lies in the range'3.4 keV, near'200 keV there are virtually no primaryg rays which
are produced by vaporizing a solid-state target with a laser pulse.

At the same time, since isomeric nuclei also possess intrinsic radioactivity
natural background can be eliminated by using time-selective signal detection. Fo
ample, the natural background radioactivity for isomeric nuclei with a 1-hour half-lif
'107 decays per second at the density indicated above. However, over times'1026 s
the number ofg rays due to natural radioactivity will equal only several tens, while
stimulated radioactivity signal will exceed several millions. For this reason, the sig
noise ratio in such a time-selective experiment will be 105, which can be easily detected

We thank T. A. Vartanyan, L. A. Rivlin, A. E. Antronov, and A. P. Dubenski� for
interesting discussions and for their unflagging interest in this work.

a!For example, the cross section for resonant absorption of an x-ray pump photon issx'lx
2510216 cm2 ~for

lx51028 cm!, while the absorption length isl abs5(sxN)2151027 cm, whereN51023 cm23. In addition,
x-ray pump photons are absorbed not only by the dopant isomeric nuclei but by the whole sample. Th
a density of isomeric nuclei in the solid-state target'1013 cm23 ~which corresponds to the production o
isomeric nuclei in a nuclear reaction in the sample during the half-life of the isomeric state! and typical size
of the light spot'0.1 cm, the total number of isomeric nuclei in the excitation volume is only 104.

b!In our view, the optimism concerning the realization of ag-ray laser based on two-step pumping is grea
exaggerated, since in Refs. 4 and 5 the gain of resonantg-ray radiation was estimated using the linewid
obtained in the electric-dipole approximation for an activeg transition. At the same time, it is known7 that in
nuclei such transitions are strongly suppressed~by a factor of 104–106 for the energy range considered
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20–100 keV!. As a result, if the estimates presented in Refs. 4 and 5 are made with allowance for the sp
of nuclear systems, then the gain cannot exceed 1024–1025 cm21.

1J. Baldwin and J. Solem, Rev. Mod. Phys.69, 1085~1997!.
2V. V. Vladimirski�, Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.39, 1062 ~1960! @Sov. Phys. JETP12, 740 ~1961!#; see also the
references in V. I. Ignatovich,Physics of Ultracold Neutrons, Nauka, Moscow, 1986.

3D. Boiron, C. Triche, D. R. Meacheret al., Phys. Rev. A52, R3425~1995!.
4C. B. Collins, F. W. Lee, D. M. Shemellet al., J. Appl. Phys.53, 4645~1982!.
5A. V. Andreev, Vestn. Mosk. Univ. Ser. 3, Fiz., Astron.35, 28 ~1994!.
6Y. Izava, Phys. Lett. B88, 59 ~1989!.
7A. Bohr and B. Mottelson,Nuclear Structure,Benjamin, New York, 1975, Vol. 2@Russian translation, Mir,
Moscow, 1977#.

8V. B. Berestetski�, E. M. Lifshitz, and L. P. Pitaevski�, Quantum Electrodynamics, Pergamon Press, New
York, 1982, 2nd edition@Russian original, Nauka, Moscow, 1980, Vol. 4#.

9Nuclear Data Sheets~1989–1998!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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X-ray interferometric short-wavelength holography
with diffraction focusing

A. M. Egiazaryan, K. G. Truni, and A. R. Mkrtchyan
Institute of Applied Physics, Armenian National Academy of Sciences, 375014 Ereva
Armenia

~Submitted 26 August 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 9, 681–684~10 November 1998!

A four-unit off-axis interferometric scheme for recording x-ray short-
wavelength holograms of amorphous bodies which are opaque to vis-
ible light is proposed. The diffraction spreading of the object wave in a
unit is removed by diffraction focusing of the same wave in the next
unit. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00521-0#

PACS numbers: 41.50.1h, 07.85.2m

The realization of x-ray short-wavelength holography is very important for the
vancement of microscopy as well as for visualization of the internal microstructur
materials which are opaque to optical radiation. For this reason, x-ray short-wavel
holography is of definite interest together with electronic microscopy and optical ho
raphy. The realization of x-ray holography will open up new prospects for x-ray
detection, holography of microobjects, medical diagnostics, and x-ray coherent o
Moreover, the reconstruction of an x-ray wave front using a wave from an optical
makes it possible to reduce, in part, the problem of x-ray investigations to the proble
determining the information content of an optical wave.

In 1952 El-Sum and Kirkpatrick were able to obtain a visible image of a thin wire
illuminating an x-ray diffraction pattern of the wire recorded 20 years earlier
Kellström. The possibility of realizing x-ray-holographic microscopy in the soft x-
range using radiation from an x-ray microanalyzer was demonstrated in Refs. 1 a
The real possibilities of x-ray-holographic microscopy, from the standpoint of the lim
spectral power of existing x-ray sources, have been examined in detail in Refs. 3 a

In Refs. 5 and 6 we estimated the spatial-coherence radius of x-ray b
diffraction-collimated in crystal monochromators for the purpose of using them in x
holography. Later,7 combining the phenomenon of coherent splitting of the x-ray rad
tion in the process of Laue transmission through perfect crystals, the sharp incre
their coherence characteristics in the course of this transmission, the recording of
interferometric patterns, and the recording of holograms, we proposed an interferom
scheme for recording x-ray short-wavelength holograms of crystals.

In the present letter we propose a four-unit scheme, using diffraction focusin
x-ray beams in two-crystal systems, for recording x-ray short-wavelength hologram
amorphous bodies which are opaque to visible light.
7110021-3640/98/68(9)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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INTERFEROMETRIC SCHEME FOR RECORDING HOLOGRAMS OF AMOR-
PHOUS BODIES

The following interferometric scheme is proposed for recording x-ray sh
wavelength holograms of amorphous bodies~see Fig. 1!. An x-ray wave with complex
amplitudec(r ) from an x-ray source is incident at the Bragg reflection angle on a cry
monochromator7. After diffraction collimation in the monochromator, depending on t
collimation angle, the transverse coherence radius of the reflected beam increase
radius is inversely proportional to the collimation angle and is of the order of 100mm for
radiation with wavelengthl;1 Å and collimation anglesDa;1026 rad. The plane-
parallel plates1, 2, 3, and4, consisting of perfect crystals, are oriented in a position
reflection relative to the incident wave with amplitudec0

i (r ). As a result of diffraction by
the plate1 the wavec0

i (r ) splits coherently into two almost identical waves,ch(r ) and
c0(r ), propagating in the reflection and transmission directions, respectively.8,9 As a
result of the diffraction of these waves by crystal2, the waves of interest to us, wit
amplitudesch0(r ) andc0h(r ), are formed among other waves. A homogeneous pris5
is placed in the path of the wavech0(r ). This prism deflects this wave by a small ang
Da without taking it out of the reflection position. This angle is determined by
expression

Da5~12n!tana, ~1!

wherea andn are, respectively, the angle and index of refraction of the prism. As a re
of this deflection, after the wavech0(r ) is diffracted by crystals3 and4, a reference wave
with amplitudech00h(r ) is formed. The propagation axis of this wave is inclined by
angleDa away from the position of exact Bragg reflection. The amorphous object6 is
placed in the propagation path of the wavec0h(r …. The radiation passing through th
object forms an object wavec0h(r ) ~see Fig. 1!, which is diffracted by crystals3 and4.
After diffraction by crystals3 and4, part of the object wavec0h(r ) forms an object wave

FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the recording of a hologram.
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with amplitudec0h0h(r ) whose propagation axis makes a small angleDa with the propa-
gation axis of the reference wavech00h(r ). That is, the proposed scheme for recordi
short-wavelength x-ray holograms of amorphous bodies is an off-axis holograph
cording scheme. The wavesch0 and c0h are brought into coincidence at the entran
surface of the analyzer crystal3 before diffracting in it. The intensityJ0 of this interfer-
ence field is given by the formula

J0~r !5uch01c0hu25uch0u21uc0hu212uch0uuc0hucos@~kh02k0h!•r1w~r !#, ~2!

where the argument of the interference term consists of two terms. The termkh0

2k0h)•r changes by 2p in three-dimensional objects of sizeDr;1028 cm, since the
quantity (kh02k0h) is of the order of 108cm21. Let the amorphous body6 add to the
wavec0h a macroscopically varying phasew(r ). The mathematical condition for this i

u¹w~r !u,103 cm21.

Since the argument of the interference term in Eq.~2! changes by 2p in spatial
regions of size 1028 cm, the interference field cannot be detected by existing recor
materials because of the limited resolution. Let us see how the intensityJ(r ) of the
interference field differs from that of the interference field of the wavesch00h and
c0h0h . J(r ) is defined as

J~r !5uch00hu21uc0h0hu212uc0h0huuch00hucos@~kh00h2k0h0h!•r1w~r !#. ~3!

Let us determine the angular regionDa1 of spatial frequencies of the wavec0h

within which the characteristic Fourier components passing through the crystal uni3 or
a vacuum layer of the same thickness are identical in the sense of acquiring an add
phase. This condition is

kd~n21!

cos~uB1Da1!
2

kd~n21!

cosuB
,

p

100
, ~4!

wherek;108 cm21 is the wave number;d;1021 cm is the thickness of the third unit
uB is the exact Bragg angle, of the order of 1 rad; and,n21;1026. From condition~4!
with the above-indicated values of the parameters we find thatDa1;1023 rad, which is
much greater than the angular region of transmission of the crystal. Therefore the
fronts of the wavesch0 ,ch00, andch00h are similar surfaces.

The argument of the interference term in expression~3! is a macroscopically varying
phase, since the wave vectorskh00h andk0h0h are deflected by the angleDa1. A com-
parison of expressions~2! and~3! shows that the analyzer unit3 is a kind of filter of the
intensity of the interference field, transmitting only the low modulation frequency of
field. This phenomenon makes it possible to record the interference pattern of the
ch00h andc0h0h , which in the case at hand is an off-axis x-ray hologram of the objec6.

Specifically, when the object6 consists of two media with different electron dens
ties N1 andN2 ~see Fig. 2! such thatN2.N1, total internal reflection of the x-ray beam
occurs at the boundary of these media. Then the object wavec0h0h contains complete
information about the interface of these media.
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When the object wavec0h is diffracted by the analyzer unit3, diffraction spreading
of the x-ray beam occurs and is removed by diffraction focusing in the unit4:10,11

c0h0h~x!

5exp@ ikh•r #H p2k2c2xhx\

g0gh
E

2`

`

f0h~p!eipx
sinz3Ap2b21b2sinz4Ap2b21b2

p21b2
dP,

~5!

wheref0h(p) is the Fourier transform of the functionc0h(x), z3 andz4 are the thick-
nesses of the corresponding units,b5pkc(xhx\)1/2/g0gh ~C is the polarization factor of
the diffracted beam!, xh andx\ are, respectively, the Fourier components of the po
izability of the crystal,g0 and gh are the direction cosines of the diffracted beam, a
b5sin2uB/2g0gh .

For c0h(x)5d(x), where d(x) is the Dirac delta function,f0h(p)[1. In the
scheme which we have proposedz35z4, and it follows from expression~5! that when the
beam undergoes double reflection by the units3 and4, diffraction focusing of the beam
occurs. Then we obtain after some simplifications

c0h0h~x!52
pb

8
e2bx. ~6!

The diffraction smearing of the object image in the process of diffraction of an x
beam by the unit3 is removed by the diffraction focusing accompanying diffraction
the unit4. Therefore the image of a point of the object6 is a point in the region where th
hologram is recorded. Hence it follows that the object wavec0h0h(r ) contains complete
information about the exact geometry of the interior interface in the object 6. Re
structing the object wave in visible light, we solve the visualization problem and ob
a reconstructed visible three-dimensional image of the interface of the two media
object 6. It follows from Eq.~6! that the phenomenon of diffraction focusing of x ra
can be used to decrease the size of the focus to 1mm. The angular region of transmissio
of the crystal is;109, and therefore when the hologram is recorded at a wavelengthl;1
Å, a local resolution of the order of 1mm in the object image can actually be achieved
the reconstructed image.

FIG. 2. Diagram illustrating the formation of an object wave.
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Interdiffusion of layers in PbSe–PbS epitaxial
superlattices

A. Yu. Sipatova)

Kharkov State Polytechnical University, 310002 Kharkov, Ukraine

~Submitted 8 September 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 9, 685–687~10 November 1998!

X-ray diffraction methods are used to investigate the diffusional mixing
of layers in PbSe–PbS superlattices. The interdiffusion coefficients of
the layers are determined from the change in the intensity of satellite
reflections. Two stages of diffusion are observed — fast~at the initial
stages of anneals! and slow. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00621-5#

PACS numbers: 68.65.1g, 68.35.Fx

IV–VI superlattices open up wide possibilities both for fundamental investigat
in solid-state physics1–4 and for the development of new functional components
microelectronics, IR technology, and thermoelectricity.5,6 For such structures with ul
trathin layers the state of the interphase boundaries — their roughness, the sharp
the transition from one layer to another, the presence and size of the mixed zones, a
temporal and temperature stability of their structure and properties — is very impo
Diffusion processes in such ultrathin layers with a large concentration gradient o
elements can have their own unique features and differences from the bulk state.7,8 For
this reason, investigations of the interdiffusion of layers in superlattices~SLs! are of great
importance from both the theoretical and practical standpoints.

One of the most effective methods for investigating SLs is x-ray diffraction. T
method makes it possible not only to follow the mixing of the layers but also to deter
the interdiffusion coefficients of the layers according to the variation of the intensit
the satellites of reflections:9,10

ln@ I k~t2!/I k~t1!#528k2p2D~t22t1!/H2, ~1!

whereD is the diffusion coefficient,H is the superlattice period,k is the order of the
satellite reflection,I k is the relative intensity of the satellite reflection of orderk, nor-
malized to the intensity of the zeroth-order reflection, andt is the annealing time.

The subject of the present investigation are PbSe–PbS superlattices fabricate
oil-free vacuum (1024– 1025 Pa) by thermal evaporation of lead chalcogenides fr
tungsten boats and subsequent condensation of the chalcogenides on a~001! KCl surface
at 473 K. The thickness of the layers and the condensation rate were monitored
calibrated quartz resonator placed next to the substrate. Superlattices with differen
thicknesses and with periods of 19 and 22 nm~the number of periods was 20! were
fabricated. To eliminate from the diffraction pattern the reflections from the substrate
7160021-3640/98/68(9)/3/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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superlattices were detached from the substrates by dissolving the KCl in distilled
and ‘‘fished out’’ onto amorphous quartz wafers. Structural investigations~electron mi-
croscopy and x-ray diffraction! showed that the PbSe–PbS superlattices consist of sin
crystal layers in the~001! orientation, with sharp interfaces. This is indicated by t
presence of satellite reflections of third order in the x-ray diffraction patterns~Fig. 1a!. A
series of diffusion anneals was performed in vacuum at temperatures 543, 593, an
K. The samples were periodically removed for x-ray measurements, which were
formed in aQ22Q scheme in the reflection~200!. One can see in Fig. 1 that in th
process of annealing, the intensity of the lateral satellite reflections decreases whi
of the central~zeroth! reflection increases, indicating intermixing of the layers. T
process of mixing of the layers at 543 K is shown more clearly in Fig. 2, whence one
see that there exist two stages of diffusion — fast~at the initial stages of anneals! and
slow. Similar behavior of the change in the relative intensity of the satellite reflection
observed at 593 and 623 K. Using expression~1!, we have determined the interdiffusio
coefficients of the layers. Their values are: for fast diffusionD53.6310219 cm2/s ~543
K!, 2310218 cm2/s ~593 K!, and 4.9310218 cm2/s ~623 K!; for slow diffusion
D51.6310219 cm2/s ~543 K!, 4310219 cm2/s ~593 K!, and 2.15310218 cm2/s
~623 K!.

Using the Arrhenius law (D5D0exp(E/kT)) we have determined the activation e
ergiesE and the pre-exponential factorsD0 for the fast and slow stages of diffusion
D052.4310210cm2/s andE50.95 eV for the fast stage, andD055.331024 cm2/s and
E51.78 eV for the slow stage.

The fast diffusion at the initial stages of anneals is evidently due to the presen

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of PbSe–PbS superlattices with period 22 nm in the initial state~a! and after
10 h ~b! and 78 h~c! anneals at 543 K.Sn — satellite reflections.
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nonequilibrium nonstoichiometric point defects in lead chalcogenides.11 This is also in-
dicated by the low value of the activation energy (E50.95 eV).

a!e-mail: sipat@kpi.kharkov.ua
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Translated by M. E. Alferieff

FIG. 2. Variation of the relative intensity of the satellite reflections of first (S1) and second (S2) reflection
orders as a function of the annealing time at 543 K for the PbSe–PbS superlattices with a 22 nm perio
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Self-organization of the critical state in a chain of
SQUIDs

S. L. Ginzburg and N. E. Savitskaya
St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics, 188350 Gatchina, Russia

~Submitted 22 September 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 9, 688–694~10 November 1998!

The critical state of a 1D granular superconductor~modeled as a chain
of SQUIDs or, in other words, a 1D Josephson-junction array! is stud-
ied on the basis of a system of differential equations for the gauge-
invariant phase difference. It is established that the critical state is
self-organized. It is shown that the problems of self-organization in the
sandpile model and in a granular superconductor belong to the same
universality class. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00721-X#

PACS numbers: 74.80.Bj, 85.25.Dq, 85.25.Cp

Interest in granular superconductors arose after the discovery of high-tempe
superconductivity and it became clear that most HTSC materials can be obtained
form of granular systems. In recent years1–3 there have been a number of theoretic
papers on the magnetic properties of granular superconductors~GSCs! as modeled by an
ordered array of intercoupled Josephson junctions. In Refs. 1 and 2 it was shown
like hard type-II superconductors, such systems arrive in a critical state~CS! that can be
described by the Bean model.4 At the same time, if the main parameter of the syst
V; j ca

3/F0 ( j c is the critical current density at a junction,a is the array spacing, andF0

is the magnetic flux quantum!, each cell in the array and therefore the system as a w
have a large number of metastable states.3

The presence of a large number of metastable states is a characteristic fea
systems in which the phenomenon of self-organized criticality~SOC! is observed.5 This
phenomenon consists in the fact that in the course of its evolution a dynamical s
arrives in a CS which is self-sustaining and does not require exact tuning of the ex
parameters for its existence. Structurally, the CS that arises consists of a collect
metastable states which pass into one another by means of ‘‘avalanches’’ arisin
result of a local external disturbance. Such a CS is said to be self-organized,
power-law dependence of the probability density of avalanche sizes is taken as th
terion for the existence of SOC in the system. The concept of SOC is extremely ge
It is applicable for describing the behavior of dynamical systems in different field
modern science. Despite this, however, SOC has been studied thus far only in
systems which are difficult to obtain in practice, while experimental investigation
SOC have been performed only for a sandpile.6 The observation of SOC in GSCs wou
7190021-3640/98/68(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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make it possible to investigate this phenomenon in real systems which can be studi
only theoretically but also experimentally.

The possibility of self-organization of the CS in a GSC forV@1 was studied in Ref.
7, where a simplified model of a GSC was introduced and studied. In constructing
model, using the characteristic physical features of the behavior of the system
V@1, the system of differential equations for the gauge-invariant phase difference a
the junctions was replaced by a system of mappings~equations with discrete time! for the
currents flowing through the junctions. It was found that for a two-dimensional m
junction SQUID the system of mappings obtained is equivalent to the classic mod
studying SOC — the Abelian sandpile model~ASPM!.8 Thus it has been shown that in
simplified model of a multjunction SQUID described by a system of mappings the cr
state is self-organized.

However, the behavior of real GSCs is described by differential equations, and
impossible to draw a conclusion about the existence of SOC in these systems on th
of only a simplified model, since the simplifications introduced can result both in a
of some properties of the initial system and in the appearance of new qualities whic
not characteristic of the initial system. Therefore the problem of investigating the cr
state of GSCs on the basis of a system of differential equations for the phase diffe
and the question of the degree to which the simplified model reflects the real behav
the initial system remain. In the present letter we study both problems for the exam
a one-dimensional GSC~chain of SQUIDs!.

We show on the basis of a system of differential equations for the phase diffe
that the CS in a chain of SQUIDs is self-organized. We also demonstrate that the b
ior of the simplified model described by a system of mappings is completely equiv
to that of the initial system described by differential equations.

The chain of SQUIDs consists of two superconducting plates, which are of infi
extent along they axis and are connected with one other by Josephson junctions a
points with coordinatesx5an,n51, . . . ,N ~Fig. 1!.9 The system of equations for th
gauge-invariant phase differencewn across the junctions can be written in dimensionle
form as2

V sinwn1t
]wn

]t
522wn1wn111wn2112pFen , nÞ1, N;

FIG. 1. Chain of SQUIDs;a is the distance between junctions, andI en is the current injected into thenth
junction.
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V sinw11t
]w1

]t
52w11w212pFe1 ,

V sinwN1t
]wN

]t
52wN1wN2112pFeN ,

V52p
4paS jc

F0
, Fen5

4p j enaS

F0
, t5

4paS

r
, ~1!

wherej c is the critical Josephson current density,r is the surface resistance of a junctio
j en is the density of the injection current in a junction, andS is the area of the cel
between two junctions. The parameterV is the most important characteristic of th
system, and in what follows we shall assume thatV@1. Under this condition each of th
SQUIDs in our system has a large number of metastable states.9

For V@1 we introduce~as in Refs. 7 and 10! for the dimensionless currents throug
the junctions

zn5
V

2p
sinwn1

t

2p

]wn

]t
,

a system of mappings of the form7

zn~k11!5zn~k!22@u@zn~k!2zc#2u@2zn~k!2zc##1@u@zn11~k!2zc#

2u@2zn11~k!2zc##1@u@zn21~k!2zc#2u@2zn21~k!2zc#

1~Fen~k11!2Fen~k!!, nÞ1, N;

z1~k11!5z1~k!2@u@z1~k!2zc#2u@2z1~k!2zc##

1@u@z2~k!2zc#2u@2z2~k!2zc##1~Fe1~k11!2Fe1~k!!;

zN~k11!5zn~k!2@u@zN~k!2zc#2u@2zN~k!2zc##

1@u@zN21~k!2zc#2u@2zN21~k!2zc##1~FeN~k11!2FeN~k!!, ~2!

wherezc5V/2p is the dimensionless critical current,u@z# is the Heavisideu function,k
is a discrete time, andFen is the same as in Eq.~1!.

The system~2! can be rewritten in the form of algorithms which are ordinarily us
to write down the equations describing the dynamics of systems in problems with S5

The system of mappings~2! for the currents is an extension, to the case of two thresho
of the algorithm for the change in the slope in the one-dimensional sandpile m
studied in Refs. 11 and 12, where only one threshold valuezc was taken into account an
the right-hand boundary was open, i.e.,zN1150. In Refs. 11 and 12 it was shown that th
possibility of obtaining SOC in the one-dimensional case depends on the way of pe
ing the system. We shall determine the appropriate perturbation for our system.

It has been shown for the system studied in Refs. 11 and 12 that SOC is reali
the following perturbation is used. If allzn,zc , then

zm→zm1h; zm11→zm112h, ~3!
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wherem is a randomly chosen site,mÞN, andh51/2. We shall extend this perturbatio
scheme to our case, where the action on the system in the metastable state is desc
injection currents. Then, for the mappings~2! the perturbation scheme~3! means that we
must takeFen(k11)2Fen(k)50 for all n if uzn(k)u.zc on at least one junction an
Fem(k11)2Fem(k)51/2 andFem11(k11)2Fem11521/2 if the system is in a meta
stable state. Herem is a randomly chosen junction;mÞN;

For the system of differential equations~1! this perturbation scheme gives the fo
lowing rule. If the system is in a metastable state, then

Fem→Fem11/2; Fem11→Fem1121/2. ~4!

Using the perturbation described by expression~4! and computer simulation with
V540 andt51, we studied the CS of a chain of SQUIDs described by the system~1! in
the following regime. Starting in a state where allwn(0)50, we perturb the system b
injecting a current according to the rule~4!. Then we allow the system to relax com
pletely to a metastable state according to Eqs.~1! with fixed values of the injection
currents, after which we perturb the system once again according to~4!, and so on. In our
calculations we assumed that the system has completely relaxed if all]wn /]t,1028.

As a result, we observed that the critical state arising in the system after the tra
period is a collection of metastable states which pass into one another and in whi
values of the dimensionless currentsznst5zc sinwn on the left-hand side of the array ar
positive and close to the critical valueszc , while on the right-hand side they are negati
and close to2zc ~Fig. 2a!. This picture is reminiscent of the critical state in the Be
model, but in the latter model there is only one metastable state into which the s
returns each time after a successive perturbation. In our case, however, after the

FIG. 2. a: One of the metastable states that comprise the critical state of a chain of SQUIDs. b: Prob
density of Ui /F0 for chains of SQUIDss of sizesN5257 and N5129;r(Ui /F0)'(Ui /F0)a, where
a'21.75 forN5257 anda'21.80 forN5129.
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bation the system relaxes to a different metastable state in which the separatio
‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’ parts remains but the values of the currents in the juncti
change somewhat. This behavior is characteristic for systems with self-organizatio

We note that the separation of the system into positive and negative parts do
arise in the case of a one-dimensional sandpile,11,12 though both positive and negativ
slopes also occur there. In our case the separation is due to the fact that the
contains two threshold values of the currents. An interesting feature of our system i
the separation occurs despite the fact that the positive and negative currents are i
into randomly chosen junctions.

To check whether or not the critical state is self-organized, in the sandpile pro
the size of avalanches is calculated according to the formula

Ti5
1

N (
n51

N

(
k5kbi

kei

u~zn~k!2zc!, ~5!

wherekbi is the time at which theith avalanche starts andkei is the time at which this
avalanche ends. If the probability densityr(Ti) is described by a power law, then th
system is self-organized.

Introducing an analogous quantity for our case, we shall study only the positive
of the system. This is because, as one can see from Eqs.~1!, our system is closed, i.e., on
of the most important conditions for the existence of SOC — the possibility of a drai
is not satisfied. However, there exists for the positive and negative parts of the s
separately a process which replaces a drain. It consists in the fact that the excess p
current, which cannot leave the system through a boundary, flows into the negativ
of the system, where it annihilates with the negative current; similarly, the excess
tive current is dumped into the positive part. Therefore the boundary between the po
and negative subsystems effectively plays the role of an open boundary for each
system. That is, the positive part is a system with one open boundary and SOC c
realized in it.

In our case we shall call an ‘‘avalanche’’ the process whereby the system arriv
a new metastable state after a successive perturbation by the method~4!. In the sandpile
model Ti increased by 1 each time that the slope of the pile at some site excee
critical value. Since in our case the analog of the slope is the current, this means th
current in some junction exceeded the critical current. The phase across that ju
changes abruptly by 2p,9 and therefore a voltage jump occurs since, according to
expression for the nonstationary Josephson effect, the voltage across thenth junction at
time t can be represented in the form

un~ t !5
F0

2p

]wn

]t
. ~6!

That is, in our case, the analog of the quantity~5! is the integral, averaged over th
positive part of the array, of the voltage with respect to the time of the avalanche:

Ui5
1

M (
n51

M E
t ib

t ie
un~ t !dt, ~7!
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whereM is the number of sites in the positive part of the array,t ib is the time when the
ith avalanche starts, andt ie is the time when theith avalanche ends. Then we have forUi

the expression

Ui5
F0

2pM (
n51

M

@wn~ tei!2wn~ tbi!#. ~8!

In the course of the numerical simulation the quantityUi /F0 was calculated for
each avalanche and then the probability densityr(Ui /F0) of the quantity was calculated
Figure 2b showsr(Ui /F0) for a chain of SQUIDs withN5257 and 129 junctions, the
positive parts of which had sizesM5128 and 64, respectively. One can see t
r(Ui /F0) exhibits power-law behaviorr(Ui /F0);(Ui /F0)a(a'21.75 for N5257,
a'21.80 forN5129), indicating that SOC is realized in the positive part of the syst

In conclusion, we shall present the results of a comparison of the behavior o
simplified model described by the system of mappings~2! and the initial system de
scribed by Eqs.~1!. We studied the model~2! in the same regime and using the sam
perturbation scheme as in the case of the initial system~1!. The structure of the critica
state arising in this case is completely analogous to that observed using differ
equations to describe the system~Fig. 3a!. We also calculated the probability density
Ti for the positive part of the system in the simplified model and compared it with
probability density obtained forUi /F0 in the case that the system is described by d
ferential equations. The results are presented in Fig. 3b. The agreement obtained
that the simplified model reflects exactly the basic features of the behavior of the i
system and belongs to the same universality class, while the simplifying assum
made in Ref. 7 do not lead to a loss of the basic properties of the initial system b
model.

The main results of this work can be formulated as follows.

FIG. 3. a: Metastable state in a simplified model of a chain of SQUIDs. b: Probability densities ofUi /F0 and
Ti for the caseN5257.
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First, it was established on the basis of a system of differential equations fo
phase difference that the critical state in a chain of SQUIDs is self-organized. A phy
system which can be realized experimentally and in which SOC exists has thereby
described. The result obtained is important in connection with the fact that comm
production of Josephson-junction arrays has become possible in the last few years
is hoped that the system described will become a convenient experimental object f
practical study of SOC.

Second, it was shown that the simplified model of a chain of SQUIDs, which
generalized sandpile model, and the initial system described by differential equa
belong to the same universality class.

We also note that in our case SOC is realized in a closed system on account
existence of an annihilation process which effectively replaces a drain. This situatio
be examined in greater detail in subsequent works.
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Prismane C 8: a new form of carbon?

L. A. Openov and V. F. Elesin
Moscow State Engineering Physics Institute, 115409 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 7 July 1998; resubmitted 22 September 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 9, 695–699~10 November 1998!

Our numerical calculations on small carbon clusters point to the exist-
ence of a metastable three-dimensional eight-atom cluster C8 which has
a shape of a six-atom triangular prism with two excess atoms above and
below its bases. We gave this cluster the name ‘‘prismane.’’ The bind-
ing energy of prismane is 5.1 eV/atom, i.e., 0.45 eV/atom lower than
the binding energy of the stable one-dimensional eight-atom cluster and
2.3 eV/atom lower than the binding energy of bulk graphite or dia-
mond. Molecular dynamics simulations give evidence for a rather high
stability of prismane, the activation energy for prismane decay being
about 0.8 eV. The prismane lifetime increases rapidly as the tempera-
ture decreases, indicating the possibility of experimental observation of
this cluster. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00821-4#

PACS numbers: 36.40.Mr, 36.40.Qv

Carbon is known to form a rich variety of crystal structures due to its ability to e
in different valence states. As a result, coordination numbers in carbon compounds
from two ~e.g., carbyne!, through three~e.g., graphite! to four ~e.g., diamond!, while
typical ~‘‘favorable’’ ! values of the angles between covalent bonds are 180° in carb
120° within graphite layers, and 109° 288 in diamond. The recent discovery of the C60

molecule1 and synthesis of C60 clusters in macroscopic quantities2 have stimulated a
renewed interest in carbon nanostructures.3 A carbon nanostructure may be viewed as
graphite layer transformed into a tube~nanotube!, a ball ~fullerene!, etc., except for the
fact that such nanostructures usually comprise pentagons along with hexagons.

The discovery of cubane C8H8 ~Ref. 4! has turned out to be very important from
fundamental viewpoint, since the carbon atoms in the C8H8 molecule are located at th
corners of a cube, so that the angles between the C–C bonds is equal to 90°, in c
to the majority of carbon compounds. As a consequence of ‘‘energetically unfavora
bond angles, the molecule C8H8 is metastable and stores a considerable amoun
energy.4 Its cubic structure is stabilized by the corner hydrogen atoms. This raise
question as to whether there exist stable or metastable three-dimensional clusters
composed of carbon atoms only and have 90° bond angles.

Another interesting question discussed in the literature5–8 is, ‘‘what is the minimum
number of atoms in stable and metastablethree-dimensionalcarbon clusters?’’ It must be
emphasized that while there has been substantial progress in studies of relatively
7260021-3640/98/68(9)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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carbon nanoparticles CN composed ofN;100 carbon atoms,3 there is still controversy
concerning the structure and energetics of small carbon clusters withN;10, e.g.,
whether the stable C4, C6, and C8 clusters are cyclic or linear.5 Three-dimensional carbon
clusters~cages! are believed to be stable forN>20 only,6–8 while for clusters with
N,20 the stable structures are one-dimensional linear chains or monocyclic rings5–7 A
characteristic feature of small carbon clusters is the existence of metastable states
binding energies are lower than the binding energy of the stable cluster with the saN.
For N,14, the metastable structures are either one-dimensional~chains and rings! or
two-dimensional~graphite flakes!; see, e.g., Ref. 6. To our knowledge, up to now th
has been no experimental or theoretical evidence for either stable or metastablethree-
dimensionalcarbon clusters withN,14 ~the occurrence of a metastable C14 cage has
been reported,8 based on the results of density functional calculations!.

The purpose of this work was to search for metastable three-dimensional clusteN

with N,14 by means of numerical simulation. One such cluster, C8, was found. Here we
report the numerically calculated structural and energy characteristics of this cl
whose lifetime turns out to be surprisingly long due to the rather high value o
activation energy, about 0.8 eV.

We have carried out TBMD~tight-binding molecular dynamics! simulations of
small carbon clusters, making use of a transferable tight-binding potential rec
developed for carbon by Xuet al.7,9 This numerical technique allows one to calculate t
total energy of a cluster having an arbitrary atomic configuration. It had been prov
reproduce accurately the energy-versus-volume diagram of carbon polytypes and t
a good description of both small clusters and bulk structures of carbon.7,9 We have
checked that this technique describes the structure and energetics of small carbon c
quite well, the difference in bond lengths and binding energies between our result
availableab initio calculations5 usually not exceeding 10%.

The binding~cohesive! energyEcoh(N) of anN-atom cluster CN was defined as~see,
e.g., Ref. 6!

Ecoh~N!5NE~1!2E~N!, ~1!

whereE(N) is the total energy of the cluster andE(1) is the energy of an isolated carbo
atom. A positive value ofEcoh points to stability of the cluster against its fragmentati
into N carbon atoms. At a givenN, there may exist several atomic configurations hav
Ecoh.0. The cluster with the highest value ofEcoh is stable, while the clusters with lowe
~but positive! values ofEcoh are metastable. A metastable cluster can transform to
stable, energetically favorable configuration. The characteristic time of such a pr
~the lifetimet! depends on the height of the energy barrier separating the metastab
stable configurations.

We have thoroughly analyzed a number of atomic configurations as possible c
dates for metastable three-dimensional carbon structures. However, all of them~with one
exception that constitutes the essence of this paper; see below! turned out to be unstable
and transformed to one-dimensional clusters or decayed into small fragments e
T→0. In particular, we have checked for the possible existence of a three-dimens
cluster C8 having a cubic structure~by analogy with cubane C8H8),4 but we found that
such a cluster is unstable. Nevertheless, we discovered that the eight-atom cluster8 can
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exist as a three-dimensional cluster having the shape of a six-atom triangular prism
two excess top atoms above and below its bases. We gave this cluster the name
mane.’’ It is shown in Fig. 1.

The binding energy of prismane isEcoh(8)/855.1 eV/atom. This is 0.45 eV/atom
lower than the binding energy of the stable one-dimensional eight-atom cluster an
eV/atom lower than the binding energy of bulk graphite or diamond. Hence, the pris
C8 is metastable. The lengths of C–C bonds are 2.31 Å within each base, 1.28 Å be
the two bases, and 1.47 Å between each base and the nearest top atom; see Fig
note that the angle between the C–C bonds within the bases and the C–C bond
necting the bases is 90°. This is one reason for the lower value of the binding ene
prismane relative to the binding energy of the stable one-dimensional eight-atom c
Meanwhile, the angle between the C–C bonds connecting the top atoms with the ba
the prism is equal to 104°, which is close to the value of bond angle in bulk diam
~109° 288!.

In order to determine the energy barrier separating the metastable prismane str
and the stable chain structure, we carried out molecular dynamics simulations o
prismane decay for different values of the initial temperatureTini . The time of one
molecular dynamics step constitutedt052.72310216 s, about one percent of the osc
lation period of the dimer C2. The temperatureT of the cluster was calculated after ea
500 molecular dynamics steps according to the formula

3

2
kBT5^Ekin&, ~2!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant and̂Ekin& is the kinetic energy per atom averaged ov
a period of timeDt5500t0. Such a time averaging enables one to avoid strong fluc
tions of T stemming from the small number of atoms in the cluster under investiga
The initial temperatureTini was determined from Eq.~2! at 0<t<500t0.

On general grounds one would expect the probabilityW of decay of the cluster pe
unit time to be given by a statistical formula

W5W0exp~2Ea /kBTini!, ~3!

FIG. 1. Prismane C8. Bond lengths:dAB52.31 Å, dAC51.28 Å, dAD51.47 Å. Bond angles:/BAC590°,
/ADB5104°, /ABE560°.
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where the factorW0 has dimensions of s21 and Ea is the activation energy, i.e., th
height of the energy barrier separating the given metastable state from the stable o
other metastable state of the cluster. The cluster lifetimet may be defined as

t51/W5t0exp~Ea /kBTini!, ~4!

wheret051/W0. Molecular dynamics simulations allow one to determine the lifetimt
directly at any particular value ofTini as the time of cluster decay into another atom
configuration. It is convenient to change over from the cluster lifetimet to the critical
number of molecular dynamics stepsNc5t/t0 which it takes for the cluster to decay:

Nc5N0 exp~Ea /kBTini!, ~5!

whereN05t0 /t0.

Figure 2 shows a typical example of the binding energy per atom,Ecoh(8)/8, and the
temperatureT of the prismane as functions of the number of molecular dynamics steN
for the caseTini5950 K. One can see thatEcoh(8)/8 andT fluctuate near the value
5.0 eV/atom and 950 K, respectively, overN'23500 molecular dynamics steps. Th
prismane preserves its form during this period of time. AtNc5236006100 the prismane
decays into the stable eight-atom chain. The temperature rises to 2600 K. Strong
lations of the atoms within the chain with respect to one another causeEcoh(8)/8 tovary
in time from 4.9 eV/atom up to the binding energy of the equilibrium chain, 5.55
atom.

Note, however, that the lifetimet5Nct056.4310212 s is rather short on a macro
scopic scale, while we are interested in phenomena which happen on time sca
seconds or even months and years. According to Eq.~4!, such long lifetimes are expecte
for temperatures much lower than the valueTini5950 K used in the simulations shown i
Fig. 2. But those lifetimes are impossible to achieve by means of direct computer
lations.

FIG. 2. Cohesive energy per atomEcoh(8)/8 ~closed circles! and temperatureT ~open circles! of the prismane
C8 versus the number of molecular dynamics stepsN. The time of one stept052.72310216 s. The initial
temperatureTini5950 K. The prismane decays atNc523500–23700. The lifetimet5Nct056.4310212 s.
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To overcome the problem, we have calculated numerically the critical values oNc

for several values ofTini and fitted the numerical data by Eq.~5!. The results are shown
in Fig. 3. We stress that the process of cluster decay is probabilistic in nature. Henc
lifetime t is not uniquely determined at a given value ofTini . As a result, the data fo
ln(Nc) as a function of 1/Tini are somewhat scattered; see Fig. 3. Nevertheless one ca
that the numerical data can be fitted well by a straight line over the rather wide rang
valuesNc5300– 206000 andTini5890–1700 K, in accordance with Eq.~5!. The coef-
ficients of this fit give the values ofN052.1 andEa /kB59500 K in Eq.~5!.

We note that the activation energyEa50.82 eV is very large, thus resulting i
relatively high stability of the prismane. Indeed, since the dependence oft on Tini is
exponentially strong, a decrease inTini leads to a rapid increase int, so thatt ;10 ms at
Tini5400 K. An important remark is in order here. Since the total energy of the clu
is conserved in our simulations, the cluster is unable to decay if themaximumattainable
~at a given value ofTini) kinetic energyEkin

max of the cluster is less thanEa . In turn,Ekin
max

is twice thetime-averagedkinetic energy at the initial stage of cluster evolution, i.
Ekin

max52•8• 3
2kBTini524kBTini ; see Eq.~2!. Hence, atTini,Ea/24kB'400 K the lifetime

of the cluster equals infinity. Thus, in general, extrapolation of thet(Tini) curve to the
rangeTini,400 K is incorrect.

The lifetimet is extremely sensitive to the value of the activation energyEa , since
the latter appears in the exponent; see Eq.~4!. Hence, even a minor change inEa will
result in a substantial variation oft at a givenTini . In order to refine the value ofEa it is
necessary to calculate the critical values ofNc for a greater number of initial temperature
Tini . However, we believe it is unlikely that such a refinement will cause the value oEa

to change significantly.

Finally, it should be stressed that we have confirmed the existence of the t
dimensional metastable prismane structure by making use of other computer code
MOPAC and that based on the empirical interatomic potential proposed for carbon

FIG. 3. Plot of the logarithm of the critical number of molecular dynamics stepsNc ~corresponding to decay o
the prismane! versus the inverse initial temperature 1/Tini . The circles are the results of numerical calculation
The solid line is the least-squares fit ln(Nc)50.726319496/Tini , whereTini is measured in K.
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tems by Tersoff.10 The overall shape of the cluster~Fig. 1! turned out to be the same
while the bond lengths and the binding energy were to some extent different. So
prismane C8 certainly is not just an artifact of the specific simulation technique use
this study, and the values of the prismane binding energy, activation energy, and life
at different temperatures may be refined by means of more-sophisticated calculati

In conclusion, we have predicted the existence of a three-dimensional clust8

~prismane! which is the smallest three-dimensional carbon cluster found so far ex
mentally or theoretically. This cluster turns out to be metastable and has a binding e
0.45 eV/atom below the binding energy of the stable one-dimensional eight-atom cl
However, molecular dynamics simulations point to a rather high stability of prism
suggesting that this cluster may be observed experimentally.

We are grateful to A. V. Krasheninnikov and N. E. L’vov for the help in preparat
of the manuscript. The work was supported in part by the Russian State Program
gration,’’ by the International Science and Technology Center~Project #467! and by the
Contract DSWA01-98-C-0001.
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Current filamentation in GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunctions
preceding quantum-Hall-effect breakdown

S. I. Dorozhkin and M. O. Dorokhova
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russiaa!

~Submitted 29 September 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 9, 700–704~10 November 1998!

Self-induced filamentation of the current near the edges of a sample in
the Hall geometry has been observed in the quantum-Hall-effect regime
in a two-dimensional electronic system arising near a GaAs/AlGaAs
heterojunction. If in the case of integer values of the filling factorn
averaged over the sample the currents flowing along opposite edges are
approximately the same, then away from such a value within the quan-
tum plateau the current is increasingly concentrated near that edge of
the sample where the local value ofn is closer to being an integer.
When the direction of the magnetic field or of the current changes, the
filament switches to the opposite edge of the sample. ©1998 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00921-9#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.40.Hm, 75.70.Cn

The integer-quantum-Hall-effect~QHE! state, characterized by virtually dissipatio
free Hall current flow and quantization of the Hall resistance in units ofh/e2, occurs
when the Fermi level at the center of the sample lies in a gap between deloc
electronic states belonging to different Landau levels. The question of the distributi
the currents in the QHE state is fundamental for explaining this effect. This is bec
two different approaches exist. One approach~see, for example, Ref. 1! assumes that the
current is transported by delocalized electronic states lying below the Fermi level. I
case, on scales exceeding the magnetic length a local relation exists between the
field and the current density. In the other approach2 it is assumed that the entire curre
is transported by regions on the sample edges, where the delocalized states emerg
Fermi level. In this approach the current is determined only by a different filling of
delocalized states on opposite edges of the sample. In principle, these two approac
be mutually complementary,3 though in this case there arises the question of the rela
between the volume and edge currents. A phenomenological modification of the
approach are self-consistent calculations4–6 of the distributions of the electric field, elec
tron, and current densities, employing a model form of the magnetoconductivity te

We have performed measurements of the potential distribution across the cond
channel of a Hall bridge fabricated on the basis of a selectively silicon-do
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure in which a two-dimensional electronic system arises
the GaAs/AlGaAs junction, which lies about 1000 Å below the surface of the sam
7320021-3640/98/68(9)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The two-dimensional electron density isns53.031011 cm22 and the mobility at liquid-
helium temperatures ism553105 cm2/V•s. The measurements were performed us
potential contacts placed inside the channel~see the inset in Fig. 1!. The channel width
was 240mm and the area of the internal contact pads was 40360 mm, the short side of
a pad being oriented across the channel. Contacts to the layer were produced by di
the material of a layered structure formed by depositing Ni and Au/Ge films, 400 Å
2000 Å thick, respectively, on the sample surface. Diffusion was accomplished by
ing the sample to 450 °C for;90 s. The measurements were performed in dc and
currents in a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the two-dimensional syst
temperature 1.5 K. The voltage signal from the contacts was amplified by a wide-
amplifier with input impedance 108V. Two types of energy splittings exist in the expe
mental material — cyclotron and spin, the latter being much smaller than the former
Fermi level falls at them for even and odd filling factors of the magnetic levels, res
tively. The main results of this work were obtained for Hall plateaus at filling factor
2 and 4.

We note first that the measurements of the potential distribution in the QHE re
by means of internal contacts are extremely difficult to perform because of the co
resistance, which is proportional to the reciprocalsxx

21 of the dissipative conductivity in
the region near the contact and is ordinarily very large. We avoided this problem
limiting ourselves to measurements of the potential distribution for comparatively l
values of the dc currentI 0 through the sample~severalmA!, at which the resistances o
the internal contacts decreased substantially~see the inset in Fig. 2! and did not distort the
results. It is important that such currents did not destroy the QHE states at even
factors 2 and 4~Fig. 2!. The substantial growth of the magnetoresistanceRxx for nonin-
tegral filling factors is probably due to QHE breakdown at the nondissipative edges
strips~see Ref. 7 for a more detailed discussion!. The magnetic field dependences of t

FIG. 1. Magnetic field dependence of the dc voltage drop, converted to the corresponding Hall res
Ri 2 j (I 055mA!, between different potential contacts. Herei and j are the numbers of the contacts~see the
inset!; the first number corresponds to the contact with the highest potential. The results presented in d
parts of the figure correspond to different orientations of the magnetic field and the dc current, designated
indices 1 and 2. Negative directions for the corresponding quantities are defined in the inset, wher
arrangement of the contacts~indicated by the rectangles! is also shown;T51.5 K.
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voltage drop between different pairs of contacts are shown in Fig. 1. It is easy to see
these data that near the edges of the plateau of the Hall resistance measured betw
contacts1 and4 most of the voltage falls between one of these contacts and the int
contact closest to it. This effect is most clearly seen near the right-hand edges
plateau. Curiously, the effect is much stronger for the additional voltage arising up
weak modulation of the current through the sample~Fig. 3!. A transition from one edge
of the plateau to the other and also a change in the signs of the current or magnet
cause the region of the main voltage drop to move from one edge of the sample
other. Two important facts should be noted. First, within the Hall resistance platea
voltage drop between the two internal potential contacts2 and3 is close to zero. Second
near an integer filling factor the voltage drops near the opposite edges of the samp
approximately the same. All dependences presented in Fig. 1 are summarized toge
Fig. 4a. They cluster in groups of four near the four universal curves. The correctne

FIG. 2. Magnetic field dependence of the magnetoresistanceRxx and the Hall resistanceRxy , measured with a
0.04 mA ac current~solid curves! and a 5mA dc current ~dashed curves!. Inset: ResistanceRc measured
between contacts1 and2 as a function of the dc current through the sample for a 9 Hz accurrent with a 10 mV
voltage applied between these contacts;H56.37 T ~n51.94!.

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 1 for the voltage drop of an ac current in the region of the plateau withn52 with a dc
currentI 056 mA and an ac current 0.1mA.
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our measurements performed with internal contacts is confirmed by comparing the
Hall voltage across the sample, calculated as the sum of the voltages measure
internal contacts, with the voltage measured between contacts1 and4 ~see Fig. 4b!. We
thought it would also be interesting to look at the nonlinear properties of the sample
an ac current of sufficiently large amplitude. An example of such measurements is s
in the inset in Fig. 4b. We note that the observed asymmetric shape of the sign
mained up to frequencies of about 1 kHz.

It seems obvious to us that the region of maximum voltage drop should be iden
with a Hall current filament. We shall discuss first the current filamentation, occu
near the edges of the Hall plateau, near one edge of the sample. The displacemen
filament from edge to edge of the sample indicates that the filamentation effect i
associated with the initial inhomogeneity of the sample. An additional confirmatio
this is the closeness of the signals measured near different edges of the samp
opposite polarities of the current or field~Fig. 4a!. On the basis of a simple qualitativ
analysis of the redistribution of the electron density in the sample that is require
producing the Hall potential difference, it is easily shown that in our experiment
current filament is always located near that edge of the sample where the filling fac
closer to an integer value. This rule describes all observed displacements of the fila
This result can be easily explained qualitatively on the basis of the consideration
sented in Ref. 4, where the filamentation effect was predicted. Indeed, in a Hall bridg
relation between the current densityj x along the channel and the electric fieldEx in the
same direction has the formj x5Ex /rxx . In a long sample the variations of the fieldEx

FIG. 4. a: Data of Fig. 1 plotted together in the same figure. The different types of lines correspond to di
directions of the magnetic field and current, explained in the figure. b: Comparison of the sum of the v
drops measured with internal contacts~solid curve! with the total Hall voltage across the sample~dashed curve!
for positive orientations of the field and current~according to the data of Fig. 1!. Inset: Oscillogram of the ac
voltage measured between contacts1 and2 with a 3mA ac current at a frequency of 16 Hz passed through
sample.
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across the channel~in the y direction! are expected to be negligible on the basis of
condition¹3E50. As is well known, in the QHE regimerxx can vary by several order
of magnitude with a small change in the filling factor, having a deep minimum a
integer value of the filling factor. In the case of a nonuniform electron density acros
channel the current will contract into a filament at the location where the filling fact
an integer. The Hall electric fieldEy5rxyj x5rxyEx /rxx will have a maximum at the
same location. These considerations are confirmed by calculations both for field-
transistors4,5 and for gateless two-dimensional systems.6 Therefore the current filamenta
tion observed near one edge of the sample at the edges of a plateau can ea
explained by they dependence ofrxx due to the redistribution of the electron dens
across the channel which is required for producing the Hall voltage. We note that d
the large number of investigations of the potential distribution in GaAs/AlGaAs het
structures in the QHE regime which have been performed by different methods~see, for
example, Refs. 8–11!, this effect has not been previously observed in pure form in
system. Indirect evidence of filamentation and displacement of a filament from one
of the sample to another has been obtained only for field-effect transistors,12,13,5where in
contrast to gateless heterostructures the relation between the potential and the e
density is of a local character and has a simple form.

Calculations4–6 predict, however, that in the case of integer average value of
filling factor the filament should be located at the center of the sample. This is
observed in our experiment. This experimental result, incidentally, agrees with obs
tions in Ref. 10 performed on GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures using a method bas
the rotation of the plane of polarization of light by optically active GaAs. It should
noted, however, that we cannot assert today that the presence of filaments at two e
the sample cannot be a consequence of the initial inhomogeneities in our samp~for
example, inhomogeneities resulting from the fabrication of the internal contacts! for
which the sample parameters at the center of the channel between the contacts2 and3 are
worse than at the edges. Some arguments against this possibility are the quite u
current distribution across the sample in regions where the filling factors fall betw
different quantum plateaus and the effect of the current on the resistance of the in
contacts.

Current concentration at two edges of a sample with an integer filling factor ev
where has been obtained in a quantum-mechanical calculation1 that takes into account th
nonzero compressibility of the electronic system in crossed electric and magnetic
However, at present it is unclear how this approach can be transferred to nonin
values of the filling factor found within a plateau. We also note that the calculat
based on the use of the magnetoconductivity tensor can be improved by taking
account the diffusion~which is proportional to the chemical potential gradient! of the
current.14,15 It is possible that this will improve the agreement between the calculat
and our data for integer filling factors.

We gratefully acknowledge support from project No. 98-02-16633 of the Rus
Foundation for Basic Research and the State Science and Technology Program ‘‘
tical Physics.’’ S. I. D. and M. O. D. are grateful to the RFBR–PICS Foundation~Grant
98-02-22037! and the Soros Foundation, respectively, for stipends. We would also lik
thank V. T. Golgopolov for helpful discussions of the questions considered in this le
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On the origin of quantum oscillations in the mixed state
of an anisotropic superconductor

L. P. Gor’kov
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
32310; L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
117334 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 5 October 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 9, 705–710~10 November 1998!

For the vortex lattice in an anisotropic superconductor with well-
separated cores (Hc1!B!Hc2) it is shown that sizable de Haas–van
Alphen oscillations are caused by the levels’ crossing of the energy
threshold separating localized and extended states of excitations mov-
ing in the average magnetic fieldB. © 1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01021-4#

PACS numbers: 74.25.Ha

Recent experiments1,2 show that the de Haas–van Alphen~dHvA! effect persists in
the superconducting~SC! state for magnetic fieldsB as low asB;(0.3– 0.4)Hc2. The
effective SC gapD at such fields is large enough to preclude motion of an electron a
a closed Larmor orbit with a radiusr L;vF /vc very much larger than the coherenc
lengthj0 and the intervortex distanced ~Ref. 3!. The dHvA signal is expected to weake
exponentially as exp(2D/vc) ~Ref. 4!. In what follows we suggest a new mechanism
the quantum oscillations in the mixed SC state.

In the normal state the dHvA effect is brought about by levels crossing the chem
potentialm as the field is varied. The oscillations are periodic inB21 because a minor
field change,DB/B;vc /m, is enough to push a level acrossm.

The SC excitations will have an electron- or hole-like character, depending o
extent to which their energy exceeds the gap. Even for a ‘‘d-wave’’ superconductor5 the
levels cannot cross the chemical potential. In this sense, there is no difference betw
‘‘ d-wave’’ or any other anisotropic SC.

It is shown below that a new energy threshold takes over the role of the che
potential in the SC state. Consider, for example, an anisotropic superconductor w
spectrum«(p)5AvF

2(p2pF)21uD(p)u2. Assume, for simplicity, that the gapD(p) has
only one maximum,Dmax, and one minimum,Dmin , along the Fermi surface~FS!.
Excitations with«(p).Dmax have itinerant behavior, while atDmax.«(p).Dmin this is
only true for excitations with a properp. The latter become localized in a magnetic fie
for the Lorentz force changes thep direction. Excitations with energies larger thanDmax

may move along an extended Larmor orbit.

To pose this phenomenon as a theoretical problem, consider the limit of
separated vorticesd@j0(Hc1!B!Hc2). The vortex cores occupying only a minor fra
7380021-3640/98/68(9)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tion of the volume may be neglected. A typical electron trajectory would run acros
‘‘bulk,’’ where the gap amplitude is saturated:

D~p,r !>D~p!exp~ iw~r !!. ~1!

The method5 used to treat the problem is based on averaging the Gor’kov syste
Green functions over quasiclassical trajectories6 ~all notation below is from Ref. 5!. The
Green functions are presented in terms of the positionw of an electron along the FS. Th
essence of the method is given by Eqs.~23!–~28! of Ref. 5. After the Gor’kov matrix is
diagonalized, the whole problem reduces to solving the following Schro¨dinger equation:

2vc
2y91@D2~w!2vcD8~w!#y5E2y. ~2!

The term2vcD8(w) plays no role and will be omitted. In~2! we have also left out the
term h(w) from Eq. ~31! of Ref. 5. The Doppler shift given by Eq.~31! of Ref. 5 is
essential for the magnitude of the effect and will be taken into account later.

The eigenfunctions are given by solutions of~2! satisfying the periodicity condition
(w→w12p) for

y~w!e2 ikw, ~3!

wherek5m̄/vc comes from writing the chemical potential in the form5

m5vcN01m̄. ~4!

For largem one hasN0@1, and the specificN0 does not affect the pattern of periodic~in
B21) oscillations of the magnetization, which depends onk in the interval~0,1!. Equa-
tions ~2! and ~3! go over to the problem of finding the band structure for a part
moving in the periodic potentialD2(w) with k as a quasimomentum.

We rewrite~2! in the form

2vc
2y91~D2~w!2Dmax

2 !y5~E22Dmax
2 !y! ~28!

and consider~28! first in the quasiclassical WKB approximation (vc!D). For uEu
@ D the periodicity of~3! leads to the spectrum of free electrons in the magnetic fi
En5vcn1m̄. For E22Dmax

2 ,0 the attractive potential in~28! has many (D/vc@1)
‘‘localized’’ levels ~tunneling across the barrier is neglected!. The boundary separatin
the ‘‘extended’’ and ‘‘localized’’ states in the WKB sense lies atDmax. We introduce in
Eq. ~28!

E22Dmax
2 .2Dmax~2«! ~5!

for uEu close toDmax. The WKB solutions are:7

y6~w!5A~S8~w!!1/2expF6 i E
0

w

S8~w!dwG , ~6!

where

vcS8~w!5@2Dmax~2«!1Dmax
2 2D2~w!#1/2 ~7!
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andA is the normalization coefficient. The BCS factorsu~w! andv(w) in Eq. ~23! of Ref.
5 are to be normalized together:uu2u1uv2u51 ~the bar in( . . . ) means the normalization
integral: (2p)21*0

2p( . . . )dw). Two auxiliary expressions which follow from Eqs.~26!–
~28! of Ref. 5:

uu2u5
1

2
$uyu21~ ivc/2E!~y* y82yy* 8!%, uv2u5

1

2
$uyu22~ ivc/2E!~y* y82yy* 8!% ~8!

immediately show thatuyu251.

Expression~6! of Ref. 5, containing oscillatory effects

M52
me

pc (
l

uul~w!u2 ~9!

~l enumerates the eigenvalues, the factor of 2 inserted in Eq.~6! of Ref. 5 accounts for
spins, andn(El)[1 for El,0 andT50), is converted to an integral overl with the use
of the Poisson formula:

(
2`

1`

d~l2n!5 (
k52`

1`

e2p iKl. ~10!

Integration by parts transformsMosc into5

Mosc5
ime

2p2c
(
K

1

KE2`

1`

e2ipKl
d

dl
~ uul~w!u2!dl. ~108!

Although integration overl acquires meaning only after the connection betweenl and
the energy is established, the threshold separating the ‘‘localized’’ and ‘‘extended~in
the WKB sense,~6!, ~7!! states is already seen in Eq.~108!: for ‘‘localized’’ states,uEu
, Dmax, the wave functions are real, and from~8! uul

2u51/2. For ‘‘extended’’ states~6!
we have

uulu25
1

2H 16
vc

El
uAlu2J , ~11!

whereuAlu2 is a function of energy~see Eq.~6!!. The derivative in~108! thuseliminates
states belowDmax, for which uulu251/2 is energy-independent.

Returning to the summation overl in Eqs. ~10! and ~108!, we need to construct a
function

l~E!5F~E!/2p ~12!

such that the provision

F~En!52pn ~128!

would enumerate all the energy levels in consecutive order. In the WKB approachF(E)
is given by

S~2p,2«!5~1/vc!E
0

2p

S8~w,2«!dw22pk, ~13!
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which at large energies matches the Landau free-electron spectrum. The approac
short near~2«!50.

We chooseD2(w) nearDmax as

D2~w!5Dmax
2 ~12aw2!. ~14!

Expanding~13! in ~2«!.0, we obtain

S~2p,2«!.S~2p,0!2~ l /2!ln~ l /` !, ~15!

with the useful notation

l 5~22«!/vca
1/2 ; `5~a1/2Dmax/vc!@1. ~16!

Similarly, the factoruAu2 in ~6! and ~11! at smalll obeys the proportionality:

uAu2}@ ln~ l /` !#21. ~158!

Because of the singularity~15! the ‘‘numbering’’ functionF(E) cannot be com-
prised of the two WKB branches, the one that is given by~13! ~at ~2«!.0!, and the other
which counts ‘‘localized’’ states~~2«!,0!.

Note that far fromw50 the WKB solution

y~w!5ay1~w!1by2~w! ~17!

is still correct. With the use of~5!, ~14!, ~16!, Eq. ~28! can be solved nearw50 in terms
of the parabolic cylinder functions. It establishes a matrix relation between the c
cients (a,b) in ~17! to the right of w501 and the other set (a8,b8) to the left of
w502 :

S a8

b8
D 5S a b

b* a* D S a

bD . ~18!

Starting atw501 , moving along with Eq.~17! toward (2p)2 , and using~18!, we find
that the periodicity condition for~3! provides the equation

R~ l ![uau~eiS̃1e2 iS̃!52 cos 2pk. ~19!

In Eq. ~19! we have used the abbreviations

S̃5S~2p,2«!2u, a5uauexp~ iu!. ~198!

Of the two solutions of Eq.~19! we choose

eiS̃5
1

uau $cos 2pk1 iAuau22cos22pk%[r~ l !, ~20!

because at~2«!, i.e., l large and positive we haveuau⇒1, u⇒0, and we return in this
limit to ~13!. On the real axis ofl the function

F~ l !5S~2p,l !2u~ l !2
1

i
ln r~ l ! ~21!

is positive, withdF/dl.0, and matches asymptotically~at l→`) the free-electron spec
trum. With the help of~12! and ~21! the oscillatory magnetization is
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Mosc5
ime

2p2c
(
K

1

KE2`

1`

eiKF~ l !
d

dl
~ uul~w!u2!dl. ~22!

If F( l ) is analytically continued into the complexl plane, the integration may b
shifted into the upper half plane~Eqs.~11! and~158! give the behavior ofd(uul u2)/dl at
large u l u). Consider singularities in~22!. Thus from the expression foruaua!

uau5~11e2p l !1/2 ~23!

we conclude that the branch points in~23! lie at

l m56~2m11!i . ~24!

This is also true foru( l ) ~seeS̃(2p,l ) below!. The definition ofr( l ) together with~23!
for uau leads to square-root singularities at

l m8 56~2m11!i 2
1

p
ln~sin2 2pk![ l m1 l 0 . ~248!

For F( l ) to be analytic in a strip at the real axis, the branch cuts in thel plane due to the
singularities~24!, ~248! must be chosen parallel to the imaginary axis.

The integral in~22! may be bent to the contoursC1 andC2, each passing along th
branch cuts~24! and ~248! in the upper half plane. The nonanalytic terms of Eq.~15! at
ulu;1 are now absent inS̃(2p,l )(c;1):

S̃~2p,l !.S~2p,0!1
1

2
l @ ln~`•c!#2

1

2i
lnFGS 1

2
1

i l

2 D /GS 1

2
2

i l

2 D G . ~25!

Both integrals~alongC1 andC2) rapidly converge.

It is necessary to normalizeuul(w)u2 to an accuracy better than that given by t
WKB approximation in~6!, ~11!. Fortunately the properties of the Bloch functions in
one-dimensional periodic potential are well-studied. With the help of Eq.~4.18! of Ref. 8
and our Eqs.~8! we derive

uul~w!u25
1

2
2pa1/2sin 2pkFdR

dl G
21

~26!

~hereR( l ) is the right-hand side of~19!!. After differentiation with respect tol in ~22! has
eliminated the 1/2 in~26!, one may use for the rest the rapid convergence of the integ
to integrate back by parts in~22!. The single terms under the sum symbol~22! become

I K5
ipa1/2sin 2pk

2 E exp~ iKF~ l !!dl

~sin22pk1e2p l !1/2
, ~27!

with the integrals running alongC1, C2. Assume that lǹ @1 in ~25!. First, the term in
~22! with K51 prevails. In addition, as is seen from~25!, it is enough to consider the
nearest singularities withm50 in ~24!, ~248!. When the branches of the square roots
~27! are properly defined, one obtains from~27! the contributions toI 1 from the two
contour integrals, overC1 andC2, respectively:
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I 1~C1!52
~2p!3/2a1/2tan 2pk

~`c!1/2~ ln`c!1/2
eiS~2p,0!1

ip
4 , ~28!

I 1~C2!5
pa1/2sin2pke

ip
4

~`c!1/2~ ln`c!1/2F GS 12
i l 0

2 D
GS 11

i l 0

2 D G
1/2

•eiS~2p,0!1
i l 0

2 ln~`c!, ~288!

with l 0 from ~248!. (I 1 has the form~28!, ~288! for l 0 not too small (l 0*(ln`c)21).
Otherwise the two contoursC1 and C2 start to merge. Also, ifl 0 becomes large
(sin2 2pk→0), expression~25! for S̃(2p,l ) which is correct atu l u;1, ceases to be
applicable.!

Expressions~28! explicitly present the periodic~in B21) oscillations in the magne
tization ask varies in the interval~0,1!. It is notable that the amplitude is of the order
(vc /Dmax)

1/2, i.e., is not exponentially small. Both~28! and~288! lead to a large conten
of the higher harmonics. In principle,Mosc could be measured directly as a function
small changes inB. I 1(C1) exhibits a rather regular behavior inDB ~i.e., k!, while
I 1(C2) rapidly becomes chaotic due to the phase factor in~288!, exp@i(l0/2)ln(̀ c)#,
contributing to the higher harmonics. In the Fourier analysis of the dHvA signal the
few harmonics are expected to be seen, with an intensity of the order of

~vc /Dmax!
1/2. ~29!

Unfortunately, expression~29! does not take into account scattering of electrons
the flux lines. The termh(w) of Eq. ~31! of Ref. 5, if included, adds to the potential o
Eq. ~28!:

2Dmaxh~w!. ~30!

Even thoughh(w);vF /d is small compared withDmax, expression~30! drastically
distorts the potential nearw50. It is a localh̃max in the vicinity of the maximum inD(w)
which now sets the energy threshold between ‘‘localized’’ and ‘‘extended’’ states.
that althoughh(w) is rather irregular~for a given trajectory! and varies on a typical scal
of dw;(dvc /vF), its local maxima produce potential barriers in~30! which remain
impenetrable in the quasiclassical sense. The above analysis ofMosc can be performed
aroundh̃max in exactly the same manner as above. There is a change in the scale~29!,
because the curvaturea near a maximum in~30! is much higher than in~14!. Without
going into details, we comment that this only increases the effect, because the po
h(w) nearh̃max comprises a much sharper barrier as compared with Eq.~14!.

The major destructive effect comes from the phase factor in~25!, S(2p,0). At
h(w)Þ0, S(2p,0) may be expanded indh(w)5h(w)2h̃max. ~Now (2«)⇒E2Dmax

2h̃max.) The fluctuating part,dS(2p,0), is

dS~2p,0!52~Dmax/vc!E
0

2p

dh~w!~Dmax
2 2D2~w!!21/2dw. ~31!

Since ^dh(w)& ~the average over all trajectories! is obviously zero, fluctuations in
exp(idS(2p,0)) lead, as in Ref. 5, to an effective Dingle factor of the form
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exp~2vF /dvc!⇒exp~2~D/vc!~j0 /d!!. ~32!

The exponent in~32! provides much more favorable conditions for observation of
dHvA effect than previous results.4

To conclude, in the developed mixed state of an anisotropic superconductor
exists an energy threshold sorting excitations into two categories: localized and exte
Crossing of this threshold by the levels of the excitations as the magnetic field is v
is a new mechanism for quantum oscillations. Scattering on the flux lines reduce
dHvA effect. Nevertheless, the effect remains bigger than anticipated.

The work was supported by the NHMFL through NSF cooperative agreement D
9016241 and the State of Florida.

a!To the best of the author’s knowledge, the complete matrix in~17! has not been published, althoug
transmission/reflection processes for a parabolic barrier have been studied~see Ref. 7!. The author thanks
V. Pokrovsky for a discussion of the references.
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Dynamic polarization of nuclei in a self-organized
ensemble of quantum-size n-InP/InGaP islands

R. I. Dzhioev,a) B. P. Zakharchenya, V. L. Korenev, P. E. Pak,
M. N. Tkachuk, D. A. Vinokurov, and I. S. Tarasov
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021
St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 6 October 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 9, 711–714~10 November 1998!

Dynamic polarization of31P nuclei is observed in a self-organized sys-
tem of InP islands grown by metalorganic–hydride epitaxy in an InGaP
matrix. The polarized nuclei produce an effective magnetic field which
acts on the polarization of the excitonic radiation. Optical detection of
the magnetic resonance signal from31P nuclei in the crystal lattice of
nanosize InP islands is successfully carried out.. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01121-9#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Ji, 75.70.Cn, 76.70.Hb

1. The ground state of ane1-hh1 ~1s! exciton with a heavy hole in a quantum we
with the zinc blende lattice is fourfold degenerate and is characterized by the proje
of the angular momentumM5s1 j 561,62 on the growth axisz i @001# of the struc-
ture ~the electron spins561/2 and the hole angular momentumj 563/2). The ex-
change interaction splits this state into a radiative doubletu61& and two close-lying
optically inactive singlets, which are a superposition of the statesu62&. Localization of an
exciton on an anisotropic island lowers the symmetry of the system, and in the pr
the radiative doublet splits into two sublevels, linearly polarized in two orthogo
directions.1 When excitons are excited by circularly polarized light the photolumin
cence~PL! in zero magnetic field is unpolarized because of the anisotropic exch
interaction, which mixes the radiating statesu11& and u21&. In a magnetic field in Fara-
day geometry (B i z) the Zeeman effect decouples them, and the PL is circularly po
ized, i.e., the magnetic field restores the orientation of the optically active excit2

Similarly a magnetic field restores the spin polarization of the optically inactive exci
~the statesu62&!. Their polarization appears in the PL ofn-InP islands in the system
InP/InGaP as a result of the formation of aD0X complex of an exciton at a neutral dono
or at a ‘‘charged exciton’’~trion!.3 The degree of circular polarization of the PL of th
complexD0X is determined by the polarizations of both the excitons and electrons a
donors prior to formation of the complex.

The hyperfine interaction of the electrons and nuclei in a crystal lattice should
a large effect on the spin splitting of excitonic levels and on the polarization of
excitons. Optically oriented electrons in excitons transfer the angular momentum t
nuclear spin system~NSS! by means of the Overhauser effect. In turn, the polariz
nuclei produce an effective magnetic fieldBN which changes the spin splitting of th
7450021-3640/98/68(9)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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levels. The dynamic polarization of nuclei in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells has b
reported in Ref. 4, where it was shown that the polarization of the nuclei is du
electrons and excitons localized at donors or well-width fluctuations. This conclusio
been confirmed by near-field spectroscopy experiments,5 where excitons localized on
isolated island fluctuations of the quantum well width were observed directly.

This work is devoted to the observation of the dynamic polarization of nuclei
self-organized ensemble of quantum-size donor-doped InP islands in an InGaP m
The effective magnetic fieldBN;100 G of the polarized nuclei influences the polariz
tion of the optically inactive excitons. Optical detection of the NMR signal of31P nuclei
is accomplished. It is shown that the characteristic spin-relaxation times of the NS
T1@33ms.

2. The structures were grown by metalorganic–hydride epitaxy on GaAs subs
with (100)6308 orientation and contained~in order! a 500 nm thick In0.5Ga0.5P buffer
layer lattice-matched with the substrate, a layer of nanosize InP islands with no
thicknesses of three or five monolayers, and a 50 nm thick In0.5Ga0.5P layer on top. The
layers contained donor impurities at the level 1015 cm23.

The experimental samples were lowered into a cryostat with liquid helium
placed at the center of an electromagnet. The photoexcitation was performed w
10 W/cm2 He–Ne laser beam (hn51.96 eV! directed along the growth axis of th
structurez i @001#. The polarization of the photoluminescence was measured in a m
netic field in the Faraday geometry at the maximum of the recombination emission
of the InP islands~l5723 nm!.

The optical orientation of electrons and the measurement of the degree of ci
polarization of the recombination radiation were performed by two methods.

1! In a regime in which the sign of the circular polarization of the exciting lig
changed with a high frequency~the modulation period of the quartz polarization mod
lator was 33ms!, while the polarization of the luminescence was analyzed with a qua
wave phase plate and a linear polarizer. In this case there is not enough time f
nuclear spin to follow the polarization of the electrons and there is no dynamic pola
tion of the nuclei~the spin relaxation time of the nucleiT1;0.121 s!.6 The effective
degree of circular polarizationrc5(I 1

12I 1
2)/(I 1

11I 1
2) is measured, whereI 1

1 andI 1
2 are

the intensities of thes1 components of luminescence in the case ofs1 ands2 excita-
tion, respectively. The filled circles in Fig. 1a show the functionrc(B) corresponding to
the recombination of aD0X complex with excitation by light with a sign-alternatin
circular polarization. It is symmetric with respect to a change in the sign of the mag
field and saturates in fieldsB'300 G. This dependence reflects the restoration of the
orientation of optically inactive excitons as a result of the Zeeman splitting overcom
their exchange splitting. ForB50 the excitons are unpolarized, while the nonzero va
of rc(B50) is due to the magnetic-field-independent spin polarization of electron
donors.3

2! Excitation by light whose circular polarization remains constant in time, in wh
case the Overhauser effect arises. A quartz modulator serves as the analyzer
luminescence polarization. The degree of circular polarizationrc5(I 1

12I 2
1)/(I 1

11I 2
1) is

measured. In the present samples there are no effects due to circular dichroism,
the parametersrc in the two geometries of the experiment are identical and can
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viewed as an ordinary Stokes parameter characterizing the circular polarization of
nescence due to the circular polarization of the excitation. The open circles in Fi
show the functionrc(B) measured with excitation by light with constant circular pola
ization. One can see that the minimum ofrc(B) is reached in a fieldB'255 G and not
for B50, as was the case for excitation by light with sign-alternating polarization. M
over, the dependence is not symmetric with respect to the position of the minim
These results indicate dynamic polarization of the nuclei. Indeed, in this case the
field B1BN acts on the excitons. If the fieldBN does not depend on the magnitude of t
external fieldB, then the presence of nuclear polarization should lead only to a shi
the curverc(B) along the abscissa axis by an amount equal to the nuclear field.
presence of asymmetry relative to the minimum ofrc(B) indicates that the fieldBN

varies with the external field. These results can be explained by taking into accou
fact that the nuclei inn-InP islands are polarized by both electrons at donors and e
trons in excitons. We shall use a model in which the fieldBN of the nuclei is determined
by the sum of two terms: One term,BNd5aPd , is proportional to the magnetic-field
independent polarizationPd of electrons at donors, and the other,BNx5bP2(B), is
determined by the polarization of electrons in optically inactive excitons, i.e., ultima
by the polarizationP2(B) of inactive excitons. Then

BN5BNd1BNx5aPd1bP2~B!. ~1!

Here the phenomenological parametersa and b are assumed to be independent of t
magnetic field and characterize the efficiency of the polarization of nuclei by electro
donors and in excitons, respectively. The fieldBNd shifts the curveP2(B), while the field
BNx introduces an asymmetry of the curve relative to the minimum. The polariza
P2(B) of the excitons is determined by the competition between the Zeeman spl
mBg(B1BN) of the levels and the anisotropic exchange splittingd1 of the optically
inactive states:

FIG. 1. Restoration of the optical orientation of inactive excitons in a magnetic field in Faraday geome
Experimental points were measured with:d — excitation by circularly polarized light, the sign of whos
circular polarization was changed with a high frequency;s — excitation by light with a constant sign of th
circular polarization. b: The solid curves were computed using Eqs.~1! and ~2!: aPd /B15bP2

0/B150 ~solid
curve! andaPd /B150.33,bP2

0/B150.70 ~dashed curve!.
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P2~B!5P2
0 ~B1BN!2

~B1BN!21B1
2

, ~2!

where B15d1 /mBg, mB is the Bohr magneton,g is the g factor of optically inactive
excitons, andP2

0 is the initial degree of polarization of the excitons at the time of th
formation. The results obtained by solving Eqs.~1! and~2! simultaneously are displaye
in Fig. 1b: the solid curve is constructed in the absence of nuclear polarizationBN

50) and the dashed curve was calculated withaPd /B150.33 andbP2
0/B150.70. Com-

paring Figs. 1a and 1b shows that the proposed simple model agrees qualitativel
the experimental curves obtained with constant and variable circular polarization o
exciting light. Therefore the presence of long spin relaxation times and the magnetic
dependencesrc(B) indicate dynamic polarization of the nuclei in the system of I
islands.

The observation of a NMR signal is a direct proof of the Overhauser effect. De
tion of the NMR signal was accomplished by measuring the differenceI 1

12I 2
1 as a

function of the frequency of an rf field transverse to the external magnetic field
improve the signal/noise ratio, an AI-1024 apparatus for accumulating analog signa
used. The NMR spectra of31P nuclei in 80 G and 90 G fields are presented in Fig
~curves1 and2!.

In conclusion, we note that we have examined above the influence of a field~both
external and nuclear! on the polarization of optically inactive excitons. Optically acti
excitons in fields,1 kG are unpolarized because of the large anisotropic excha
splitting d2;100 meV, which mixes the statesu11& and u21&. The characteristic field
restoring their polarization is'1 T.3

In summary, the dynamic polarization of nuclei by electrons at donors and exc
in quantum-sizen-InP/InGaP islands was observed in this work. A nonlinear stron
coupled excitonic–nuclear spin system, where the nuclear spin influences the polar
of the excitons~by means of the nuclear field! and in turn itself also depends on
~because of the Overhauser effect!, is realized in the InP islands. Optical detection of t
NMR signal on31P nuclei was accomplished.

We are deeply grateful to I. A. Merkulov for discussions. The work of R. I.

FIG. 2. NMR signal of31P nuclei, measured in fieldsB580 G ~curve1! andB590 G ~curve2!.
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̄ problem for the generalized Korteweg–de Vries
equation
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The generalized Korteweg–de Vries equation, which has applications
in hydrodynamics, in particular, is essentially the first example of a
case in which the]̄ dressing of a nonlinear equation is constructed by
introducing into the dressing operator an arbitrary function of the inde-
pendent variables of this equation. The proposed algorithm reveals a
class of solutions of this equation which are expressed in terms of the
solution of algebraic equations. An example of a new type of solution
whose derivative with respect to the independent variables has a power-
law singularity at some point is presented.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01221-3#

PACS numbers: 03.40.Kf, 02.30.Hq, 02.30.Rz

The ]̄ problem1,2 is the modern version of the dressing method3 — the basic method
of constructing the solutions of a wide class of integrable nonlinear equations of m
ematical physics, such as the Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! equation. In the present letter
propose a new algorithm for constructing the solutions of the generalized KdV equa4

which, like the KdV equation itself, has applications in hydrodynamics,5 where it de-
scribes one of the shallow-water approximations~if G.0 in Eq. ~1!, see below!. Its
complete integrability was proved in Ref. 4. The regular method of constructing solu
of this equation by means of the inverse spectral scattering problem6,7 encounters the
problem of solving a spectral equation~19! ~see below!. I shall formulate the dressing
method for a generalized KdV equation by using a nonlocal]̄ problem, which reduces the
process of constructing the solutions of a nonlinear equation to solving linear integra
algebraic equations. This approach demonstrates the possibility of using one of the
modifications of the dressing method, based on the introduction of an arbitrary fun
of the independent variables~the time and the coordinate! into the dressing operator,8,9

making it possible to construct a wide class of solutions of the generalized KdV equ
which are expressed explicitly in terms of the solution of algebraic equations. The
plest solution constructed by this method is a representative of a new class of solito
solutions whose first derivative with respect to the independent variable posses
power-law singularityat some point. I call attention to the fact that in the peakon-t
solutions studied previously5 the derivatives have afinite jumpat some point.

The nonlinear equation in question has the form
7500021-3640/98/68(9)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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mt12kux2umx22uxm50, m5uxx2Gu, ~1!

whereG andk are real constants. The integral equation~in this case a scalar equation! in
the plane of the complex parameterl,

c~l;x,t !5h1
1

2p i E dn`dn̄

n2l E c~m;x,t !R~m,n;x,y!dm`dm̄, h5
1

l
, ~2!

is called a nonlocal]̄ problem. Hered is the Dirac delta function (*d(l)d2l522i ,i 2

521), R is the kernel of the integral operator which ensures that Eq.~2! has a single-
valued solution, and the functionh is called the normalization of the problem~for the
present problem it has a specific form!. To determine the relation of this linear equatio
with Eq. ~1!, we proceed as follows. First, we introduce the parametersx andt, which are
independent variables of the desired nonlinear equation, in the kernelR as follows:

R~m,l;x,t !5R0~m,l!eK~m;x,t !2K~l;x,t !, K~l;x,t !5lF1
gt

l2a
, aÞ0. ~3!

Herea andg are constants andF5F(x,t) is an arbitrary function, which was discusse
at the beginning of this letter. In what follows we shall require the asymptotic behavi
the functionc(l) asl→`, 0. According to Eq.~2!, these asymptotic forms are

c→(
k.0

ck

lk
, l→`, c→

1

l
1 (

k>0
ck~0!lk, l→0, ~4!

ck[ck~x,t !5
i

2pE nk21dn`dn̄E c~m;x,t !R~m,n;x,t !dm`dm̄,

ck~0![ck~0;x,t !5
1

2p i E S 1

n D k11

dn`dn̄E c~m;x,t !R~m,n;x,t !dm`dm̄.

Note that by virtue of Eq.~3! the functionsck and ck(0) depend explicitly on the
arbitrary functionF. We shall make use of this fact below~see Eqs.~12! and ~13!!. In
addition, we impose on the kernelR an additional condition which is necessary f
implementing the algorithm for constructing a nonlinear equation:

R~m,l!~V~m!2V~l!!50, V~l!5
1

l~l2a!
, ~5!

which means thatR0 has the form

R05r 0~m,l!~d~l2m!1d~l1m2a!!.

The ]̄ problem is now completely formulated. Next we consider a short algori
for constructing Eq.~1! ~a detailed derivation of the nonlinear equations from the]̄
problem~2! is given in Refs. 1 and 2! and indicate its characteristic features which a
due to the presence of the arbitrary functionF in the problem.8

Let the kernelR0 ensure the uniqueness of the solution of Eq.~2!. Then together
with c the solutions of Eq.~2! with the same kernelR will be the following functions but
with different normalizationsh, which can be easily obtained by direct calculation~we
will not write out the explicit form of the normalizations here~see Refs. 1 and 2!!:
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Dxc[~]x1]xK !c5cx1Fxlc, Dx
2c, ~6!

Dtc[~] t1] tK !c5c t1F tlc1
g

l2a
c, Vkc, kPZ.

The problem is to construct, using a combination of these solutions, the solution o
~2! which equals zero identically or, equivalently, a solution with zero normalizat
Two independent combinations of the functions~6! lead to such a solution:

L1c[Dtc2uDxc1VVDxc1Wc50, ~7!

L2c[DxDxc2U1

1

V
c2U2Dxc50, ~8!

where

V2152S cx~a!

a
1Fxc~a! D 1

gc~a!
, ~9!

u5
F t

Fx
, W5

g

a
1

c1x~0!

a
1

Fx

a
, ~10!

U15Fx
2 , U25

1

c1Fx
~2Fxc1x1Fxxc11U1ac1!. ~11!

Equations~7! and ~8! form an overdetermined system of linear equations. Since
coefficients contain the arbitrary functionF, an additional condition, which will be an
equation for the functionF, can be imposed on them, thereby removing the arbitrarin
in its choice. Let this condition be the reductionV51. When Eq.~9! is taken into
account, this means that

c~a!Þ0, cx~a!52~Fx1g!ac~a! ~12!

or

c~a!5ce2~F1gx!a, c5constÞ0. ~13!

In the general case Eq.~14! must be solved numerically, since the explicit dependenc
c(a) on F is determined by the choice of the kernelR0 and can be quite complicated. I
particular cases it can be solved analytically. Such a situation is studied in the exa
presented below.

It follows from the condition~12! that U25 const in Eq.~8!. Indeed, we take the
limit of Eq. ~8! as l→a and use the condition~12!. The expression in front of
(l2a)0 is

~U21ag!agc~a!50,

which, sinceaÞ0,gÞ0, andc(a)Þ0, means that

U252ag. ~14!

As will be seen below, the functionu is a solution of the desired nonlinear equati
~1!. For this reason, it is desirable to express the potentialsU1 andW of the system~7!
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and~8! in terms of the functionu. For this we expand Eq.~7! in powers of the paramete
«151/l asl→` and Eq.~8! in powers of the parameter«25l asl→0, and we write
out the first nontrivial terms of these expansions

c1t2uc1x1Wc150, ~15!

c1xx~0!1agc1x~0!1Fxx1agFx1U1a50. ~16!

We now integrate Eq.~14! in order to obtain from it an expression forc1, which we
substitute into Eq.~15!. Taking the integration constant to be zero, we find

W5
1

2
~ux2agu!. ~17!

We obtain from Eq.~16! an expression forU1, taking into account Eq.~10! ~which
determinesc1(0)) and Eq.~17!:

U152
1

2
uxx1

1

2
a2g2u1g2. ~18!

Now the linear system~7! and ~8! can be rewritten in the form presented in Ref.
in an investigation of Eq.~1! (C5ceK2agx/21agVt/2):

C t1~V2u!Cx1
1

2
uxC50, ~19!

Cxx2
1

4
a2g2C1

~m2k!

2V
C50, m5uxx2Gu, k52g2, G5a2g2, ~20!

which is the consistency condition for this system. HereV plays the role of a spectra
parameter. In addition,a and g must be purely real or purely imaginary, since we a
interested in Eq.~1! with real coefficients. The real solutions of this equation corresp
to real or purely imaginary solutionsF of the coupling equation~13!. This question is
worked out below for a specific example.

It is evident from Eq.~20! that kÞ0 in Eq. ~1!. However, as one can easily see, t
mapping

H t→t, x→x2
k

G
t, u→u2

k

GJ ~21!

cancels in Eq.~1! the term proportional tok. For this reason the]̄ problem furnishes a
class of solutions for Eq.~1! with arbitraryk. It follows from Eq.~21! that the solutions
of Eq. ~1! with kÞ0 which decrease to zero at infinity (x→`) correspond to the solution
of Eq. ~1! with k50 which approach a constant at infinity.

EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS

Let us now examine a simple class of explicit solutions of Eq.~1!. Specifically, let
the kernelR0 in Eq. ~2! be of the form

R0~m,l!52
p i

2
~m2l!~d~l2m!1d~l2a1m!!(

k51

N
pk

2bk2a
d~m2bk!, ~22!
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wherepk andbk are real constants andbkÞaÞ0, bkÞa/2. In this case Eq.~2! can be
solved explicitly, and Eq.~13! for determining the functionF will assume the form

1

a
2 (

k51

N

c~bk!expS ~2bk2a!F1gt
2bk2a

bk~bk2a! D pk

bk
5ce2~F1gx!a, ~23!

where the functionsc(bk) satisfy the system of linear equations

c~bj !5
1

bj
1 (

k51

N
c~bk!pk

a2bk2bj
expS ~2bk2a!F1gt

2bk2a

bk~bk2a! D , j 51, . . . ,N. ~24!

Specifically, if the constantsbk are multiples ofa/2 (2bk5nka,nkPZ,nkÞ1), then Eqs.
~23! and~24! reduce to a polynomial equation for the functionf5eaF. Examples of the
solutions of Eq.~1! for which c51 are examined below.

Example 1.Let N51, p15b, and b52a/2 in Eq. ~22!. Then the polynomial
equation into which the system~23! and ~24! transforms is cubic,

af32f2a2exp2ax2
9

2
bf exp2

8g

3a
t1

1

2
ba exp2ax2

8g

3a
t50, ~25!

and the solutions of Eq.~1! are related with the solutions of Eq.~25! by the formula~see
Eq. ~10!!

u5
F t

Fx
5

f t

fx
5

8b

3a3

9feax2a

2f2e8g/~3a!t2b
. ~26!

Let a andg be real constants. In this case the coefficients of Eq.~25! are real and it has
real solutions, each of which generates a real solutionu of Eq. ~1!. For definiteness let
a5g51. Such a solution is unique ifb,0:

u52
16

3

3e2h~~sinh~h!cosh~h!2!1/31~sinh~h!2cosh~h!!1/3!11

12e2h~~sinh~h!cosh~h!2!1/31~sinh~h!2cosh~h!!1/31eh/2!211
,

h521/2x12/3t2a. Herea5 ln(A3/2A6ubu), though, evidently,a is arbitrary since it
can be removed by a coordinate shiftx→x22a, which trivially affects the dressing
operatorK(l) in Eq. ~3! and does not affect Eq.~1!. Note that ash→0 the solution
u→24/314h2/3, and theh derivative of the solution has apower-law singularity: ]hu
;1/h1/3. This is the fundamental difference between the solution constructed abov
the peakons found in Ref. 5, whose derivative has afinite jumpat a certain point. The
solution u has exponentially decaying asymptotic behavior:u→2(8/9)2exp(24uhu) as
uhu→`.

If b.0, then there are three different real solutionsu1 ,u2 , andu3

u15
16

3

3e2hA2cosh~2h!cos~u/3!11

12e2h~A2cosh~2h!cos~u/3!1eh/2!221
, u5arctan~e22h!, ~27!

u2,35
8

3

223e2hA2cosh~2h!~cos~u/3!7A3sin~u/3!!

3e2h~A2cosh~2h!~cos~u/3!7A3sin~u/3!2eh!221
, ~28!
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which grow as exp(2uhu) ash→2`(u1), ash→`(u2, the minus sign in Eq.~28!!, and
as uhu→`(u3).

In all integrable models covered by the]̄ problem with a dressing operatorK which
is linear with respect to the independent variables, soliton solutions parametrized b
constantsbk correspond to a kernel of the form~22!. Here, however, the choice of thes
constants determines the form of the algebraic equation from which the functionF must
be found. For this reason, they are always fixed. This explains the absence of a
rameters~except for the unimportant parametera! in all solutions presented above. Th
parametersa and g in Eqs. ~22!–~26! cannot be regarded as free, since they fix
coefficients in Eq.~1! ~in this casek52, G51).

Example 2. Let N51, p15b,b52a, anda5g51. Then, instead of Eq.~24! we
obtain the quartic equation

b~f424f3e2x!112fe23t/2212e2x23t/250,

and the solution of Eq.~1! is related with the solutions of this equation by the formu

u5
F t

Fx
5

f t

fx
52

9

2

fex21

f3be3t/213
.

We will not analyze these solutions here.
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